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TUESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 28, MI

—News In Brief

Flu bug
absent
at local
schools

Shuttle Challenger explodes
immediately following liftoff
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - Space shuttle Challenger
exploded into a gigantic fireball moments after liftoff today, apparently killing all seven crew members, including
schoolteacher Ctirista McAuliffe.
There was no announcement of the fate of the crew but it appeared there was no way they could survive.
The $1.2 billion spacecraft appeared to be destroyed.
It was the first in-the-air disaster in 56 U.S. man-in-space missions, although three astronauts were killed in a 1967 launch pad
explosion during the Apollo program.
After a series of weather and technical delays, the shuttle rose
spectacularly off the launch pad at 11:38 a.m. EST and was climbing smoothly trailing a 700-geyser of fire when suddenly it
erupted in a huge fireball and shot out of control.
A voice at Mission Control said, "We are checking with
recovery forces to see what can be done at this point. ...Contingency procedures are in effect."
The voice said, "Vehicle has exploded. ... We are awaiting'
word from any recovery forces downrange."
The explosion was a devastating setback for the National
Aeronatutdcs and Space Administration after successfully carrying out 24 space shuttle missions in slightly less than five years.
There were seven crew members aboard, including Mrs.
McAuliffe, a 37-year-old New Hampshire teacher selected as
America's first citizen in space.
Mission Control said debris from the shuttle fell several miles
out in the Atlantic and that reovery forces were speeding in that
direction.
The other crew members were commander Francis R. Scobee,
46, pilot Michael J. Smith, 40; Judith Resnik, 36; Ronald E.
McNair, 35; Ellison S. Onizuka, 39; and Gregory B. Jarvis, 41.
Mission Control said parts of the spacecraft fell at 28.64 north
latitude and 80.28 degrees west longitude, just a few miles off
Cape Canaveral.
Ships and helicopters raced to the area and the control center
said paramedics had leaped into the water.
There was no indication how much of the shuttle was intact.

Col. Khadafy says Libyans are
'stronger than the Sixth Fleet'
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) - Col. Moammar Khadafy denounced
President Reagan as power-crazed and told thousands of Libyans
and Eastern Europeans in a fiery speech that his countrymen are
"stronger than the Sixth Fleet."
The Libyan leader, wearing a green jumpsuit over a plainly
visible bullet-proof vest, claimed Monday in the speech at People's Hall in Isripoll that the Reagan administration was plotting
to assassinate him,and that the United States was "trying to take
away our freedom as they tried in Vietnam, Palestine, Lebanon,
Syria and Nicaragua."
He offered no evidence for either claim.
Drawing cheers from the 3,000 Libyans and East Europeans,
Khadafy said Reagan is "filthy ... maddened with power and
nuclear weapons."
"All people in all countries are supporting Libya against the
Imperialists. The Libyan people are stronger than the Sixth
Fleet," he said to the wild applause of the audience.
Units of the U.S. Sixth Fleet, led by the aircraft carriers Coral
Sea and Saratoga, began conducting maneuvers last week in the
Mediterranean Sea off the Libyan coast.
Khadafy frequently interrupted his speech to lead the crowd in
anti-American chants.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Pr**

WASHINGTON - Cuba is appalled

by increased Libyan support for Latin Americafi revolutionaries and has warned at least
one hemispheric country to take precautionary security
measures, according to U.S. intelligence officials.
WASHINGTON - According to one way of figuring by the
Agriculture Department, 1984 was a banner year for farmers,
with net farm income rising to a record level from a severe slump
the year before.
WASHINGTON - The Air Force is postponing a plan to acquire armored vehicles for its bomb-disposal specialists because
of unresolved cost and technical questions, the service says.
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Calloway County and Murray
schools have escaped the problems facing many Kentucky
schools during this year's flu
season.
At least 30 schools systems in
Kentucky have canceled classes
for various lengths of time during the past two weeks as the flu
season reached its peak, officials said.
The rapidly spreading illness
Eli Alexander,director of pupil personnel,(pictured in the left foreground) discusses his recommends.
appears to be a strain of Type A
tion for a telephone system to be installed in the Murray School System's adminstrative offices. Picinfluenza, Kentucky health
tured behind him is Robert Glin Jeffrey, district superintendent, and on the right, Doris Cella, school
workers said Thursday.
board chairperson, and Tommy Rushing, vice chairman. The school board delayed action on AlexCharles Calloway, Kentucky's
ander's proposal, requesting that he study the cost of installing a similar telephone system in the high
director of pupil attendance,
school.
said several local school district
officials have told him that the
outbreak is far worse than normal for this time of year.
"The duration of this particular flu - and it's hitting both
students and staff - is what's
causing the districts such
412 model telephone system un- discipline program and the exBy KEVIN BOWDEN
headaches," Calloway said.
the
school
volunteer
pansion
of
til a cost study could be comStaff Writer
Officials decided to close
pleted to determine the cost of program in the elementary
Murray School Board
schools because high absentee
schools.
telephones
in
the
installing new
members approved a recomrates - as high as 25 percent in
Katie Carpenter, who was
high school.
mendation by director of pupil
some areas - cause districts to
a
part-time
hired
in
1985
as
its
during
The school,board,
personnel Eli Alexander to put-lose state aid, which is based on
two-hour-long meeting at Carter public relations person, attendance.
chase aluminum bleacher
Elementary School Monday reported on the progress she has
seating for the east side of Ty
Also, low attendance requires
night, also reviewed a status made in her position in a threeHolland Stadium from Dant Correpeat teaching for too many
report from Doralyn Lanier on page report presented to the
poration of Louisville at a total
students, officials said.
the accomplishments of the school board.
cost of $7,496. The school board
Eli Alexander, assistant
In other action, the school
goals established at the Board
didn't act on a recommendation
superintendent for Murray
board reviewed several options
Retreat last year.
to purchase a telephone system
school district said the attenThe five page report listed concerning the addition of a hanfor the district's administrative
dance in the city schools was
each of the goals set by the dicapped equipped school bus
offices following a request by
running around 92.5 percent.
school board and the steps that for the school district. No action
board member Mike Baker to
Alexander said, this was -a lithave been taken to achieve those was taken on the matter, which
determine the cost of installing a
tle bit under the average but no/
goals. One of the main items ad- includes options to modify a curcomplete system in the adexcessively'' under. Thi
dressed by Lanier concerned rent 22-passenger bus, purchase
ministrative offices and the high
average attendance is 96-plus
methods to improve instruction, a used bus to be modified, or
school.
percent, Alexander said.
work out a contract with the
to which she responded by
Board members reviewed
Alexander said attendance
stating that additional teachers county school system to
several telephone systems but
was down a little bit for Wednesstudents.
transport
handicapped
were hired in 1985 to lower the
delayed any immediate action
day, Thursday and Friday of
pupil-teacher ratio as well as the
on the recommendation by Alexlast week, but added it has not
introduction of a positive
(0)nt'd on page 2)
ander to purchase the Omega
reached "an epidemic stage."
Alexander said the attendance
rate for today was 92 percent
which is not unusual for this type
of weather.
The average attendance for
Calloway County schools is also
96-plus percent according to Jim
Nix, assistant superintendent
and director of pupil personnel.
Last week, the lowest attendance was on Tuesday with 232
absent or a 92.1 percent attendance rate. Friday, there were
fewer people out with a 94.29
percent attendence rate, according to Nix.
"We feel like we're getting
back to normal," Nix said.
"Our's (attendance rate) never
did get below 91 percent," he
added.
Two cases of type A influenza
have been isolated and identified in Madisonville in
southern Kentucky, said Dr.
Reginald Finger,
communicable-disease branch
manager for the Kentucky
Cabinet for Human Resources.
Absenteeism, which climbed
Staff pada by David Tuck
above 20 percent last week, has
declined somewhat in Jefferson
County schools this week, said
An early snowfall made these motorists on South 12th Street use caution entering Murray this morning.
Rande Swann, spokeswoman for
The snow forced the closing of several area schools, including the Calloway County School System.
the state's largest school
district.
Murray Public Schools were open today but classes began an hour late.

New bleachers for Ty Holland Stadium

MHS board reviews status report

A trickle of traffic

Reagan set to redefine government's role in speech
Mostly cloudy with a slight
chance of sleet or freezing
rain tonight. Low in the upper
20s. Southwest wind 5 to 10
mph. Chance of precipitation
313 percent.
Mostly cloudy Wednesday.
High 30 to 35. Northwest wind
10 to 15 mph.

LAKE IZVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.4
354.5
Barkley Lake

WASHINGTON (API - President
Reagan goes before Congress and a national television audience tonight to deliver
his fifth address on the State of the Union
and, in the words of one aide, "to redefine
the role of the government for the next
decade and into the next century."
The traditonal speech to a joint session of
the House and Senate will be broadcast live
by the major radio and television networks
beginning at 9 p.m. EST.
The address, fulfilling the Constitution's
mandate that the president "shall from
time to time give to the Congress information of the state of the union," will be

shorter and more visionary than Reagan's
previous four, White House officials say.

an additional 10 minutes for applause, hop.
ing it will take only about a half-hour from
the evening's prime-time television
But it will be followed by three days of
schedule.
campaign-style speech-making to press his
Reagan, who came to Washington five
theme that the federal budget must bow to
years ago committed to shrinking the size
the family budget
and reach of the federal government, is expected to renew that struggle, arguing that
Because it is aimed more at the television
people are better off making their own
audience than the officials who win hear
financial decisions than paying taxes to a
it_ghort,,..,
Reagan
wt1.1
keep
him in person,
governmet.:Nthat decides what to do with
and simple. said a source who asked not to - -their money.
name
be identified by
It is. one aide said privately, an effort "to
As drafted, the speech takes about 20
redefine the role of the government for the
minutes to read and officials are allowing
next decade and into the next century."
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Zea: industrial prospects could
insure a profitable year for city

•

Kentucky
General
Assembly

sssi

By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
Steve Zea, executive director
of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, told the
chamber "I'm confident that
1986 could be a very profitable
year" in regards to industrial
prospects.
Zea said, "We have had a lot
of industrial prospects in Murray. Activity seems very high."
Zea added that most of the prospects had requested
confidentiality.
Zea annnounced that another
meeting with state Rep. Freed
Curd and state Sen. Greg Higdon
will be Saturday, Feb. 1, at 1
p m. at the chamber office.
Sid Easley, president of the
chamber, urged members and
other interested people to attend
the education rally to be held in
Frankfort on Wednesday, Feb.
5, at 5 p.m. The rally is a joint
cooperative effort between the
Kentucky Advocates for Higher
Education, the Council on
Higher Education, the eight

public universities, 13 community colleges and 21 independent
colleges and universities. The
gathering is to show support for
higher education. Zea said any
person wanting to ride a bus
which has been chartered by
Murray State Unversity, should
contact the Office of Alumni
Affairs.
On Feb. 26, Zea said a
legislative reception will be held
in Frankfort. This is on opportunity for a complete briefing on
all legislative issues pending in
the General Assembly, Zea said.
In other business, Zea said
that the bids were ready to let on
the water and sewer project for
the industrial park. Zea said he
thought this would be a big asset
In recruiting industries.
Zea said the plans for the
South Eastern Book company
building are in the process of being completed. He said the bids
should be ready to be let on
March 1.
The chamber approved the
awarding of a plaque or certificate tn the husinecs nf the

month. Zea explained the
business of the month was randomly selected by computer.
The only criteria for the
business is that selection is
limited to chamber members.
Loretta Jobs reminded the
chamber that the deadline for
applying to Leadership Kentucky is Jan. 31. She said it
would not be unlikely that more
than one person from the same
community being selected and
urged anyone interested to apply for the program.

1986

Bond requests raise questions
David A. Wells

Wells will direct
Pro Bowl halftime
show in Hawaii

In committee reports, the Existing Industrial committee is
planning a local plant tour, Zea
said. This resulted because
plant managers had expressed a
high interest in seeing the other
plants, Zea said.
Zea said the Community Improvement Volunteers had some
innovative ideas for 1986. The
committee was looking at the
idea of festivals. He added that
the Preservation First program
Is underway under the direction
of this committee.

Woodworking and auto body spot repair
classes to be taught at vocational center
The Murray-Calloway County.
Area Vocational Center will
begin two classes in the Trades
and Industrial Department in
February.
Woodworking will be taught
by Mr. Dennis Harper. The use
of woodworking tools and techniques will be taught in the 30-hour
class that will meet on Monday

School hoard...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Letters of resignation were accepted from Headstart
employees Sandra Morris and
James Hopkins, while a
substitute bus driver and two
substitute teachers were approved for employment.
A request from high school

and Tuesday evenings from 6-9
p.m. for five weeks. The class is
limited to the first 15 people. The
cost will be $7.50.
Auto Body Spot Repair will
begin on February 17 and will be
held on Monday and Thursday
evenings from 6-9 p.m. for five
weeks. This class will teach the
fundamentals and techniques of
auto spot repair. Mr Gary Mar-

dis will be the teacher for this
class. The registration and supply fee for the Auto Body class
will be $30. Enrollment is
limited to the first 15 people.

band director Gary Mullins for
three students to attend the AllState Band was approved as was
a request by Mullins for the
band to accept an invitation to
appear in a major parade next
year.

board, Murray Middle School
principal John Hina presented
an update on the current status
of the State Academic Association and its mandates concerning academic competition. Hina,
who was critical of the mandates, stated that he was concerned about conflicts caused by
the implementation of the new
program.

Board member's also reviewed
the suspension of four high
school students.
In a final report to the school
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Kathy Paschall
Department Manager
of the Month
November

Angle !Salentine
Checker of the Month
November
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Anyone interested in registering for the classes should call
the Vocational Center at 753-1870
between the hours of 8 a.m. and
3 p.m
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Recognizing Their Finest

Ricky Thorn
Assodate of the Month
December
Wanetta Foster
Checker of the Month
December

David A. Wells, director of the
MSU Racer Band, has been
selected for the second consecutive year to write and coordinate the halftime show for the
nationally televised Pro Bowl
which will be played on Sunday,
Feb. 2 in Aloha Stadium,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Wells is spending this week
rehearsing a cast of 2,000 people
including the Honolulu Boy's
Choir, the House of I and Squires
polynesian dancers and feature
soloist. Danny Kalekini, star of
the Kahala Hilton Dinner Show.
The theme of the presentation
is "Children of the Islands,"
featuring Korean, Japanese,
Philippine and Polynesian
children.
The pre-game show will be
presented by the 350 member
Pearl City, Hawaii, Charger
Band. Their show was written
by Wells, who will direct the national anthem.
Wells coordinated the finale of
the Holiday Bowl halftime show
in December in San Diego, Calif.

Principals show
support of MSU
Area secondary school principals attended a two-hour-long
Kentucky Western Association
of Principals meeting at Murray
State University Monday afternoon in a show of support for the
university.
Among those principals in attendance was Murray High
School principal Bill Wells, who
stated that the primary purpose
of the regional meeting was "to
show support for MSU." Principals heard from several
members of the MSU staff including football coach Frank
Beamer, dean of admissions
Phil Bryan and Curris Center
Director Dave Kratzer.
Following the meeting at the
Curris Center, the meeting moved to a reception at Oakhurst for
Janet Weaver, the new dean of
education, added Wells.

Grand jury returns
four cases for trial

WAIrMART

Suzette Sharp
Department Manager
of the Month
December

Legislative briefs
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A special grand jury returned
a total of four cases in Calloway
Circuit Court, with all four cases
scheduled to be heard by a jury,
according to Debbie Dodd, deputy clerk.
The four cases, which were
determined to have probable
cause by the grand jury, were —
•Mike Wofford pleaded not
guilty to one count of second
degree burglary, one count of
theft over $100 and one murder
count. Wofford's trial is set for
May 19-2d, according to Dodd.
•Gregory Allen Scott pleaded
not guilty to one count of theft
over $100, one count of possession of a handgun by a convicted
felon and one persistent felony
offender count. Scott's trial is
set for May 27, according to
Dodd.
•Billy Houston pleaded not
guilty to one count of first
degree ball jumping. His trial is
set for March_ii. _according to
Dodd.
•Steve Moore pleaded not
guilty to two counts of theft by
converting cash over $100, five
counts of theft by deception over
$100 and one count of theft of services over $100. Moore's trial is
set for May 28, according to
Dodd.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State government doesn't have a
credit card it can use to charge
big-ticket items it can't afford to
pay for with a single check.
But it does have revenue
bonds, and there are
similarities.
Both allow payments to be
strung out over a long period of
time, but the net cost is higher
because of interest rates. And, if
used unwisely, both can put you
in debt beyond your means.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins
proposes to use the state's credit
to pay for projects ranging from
incentives for a Toyota car plant
to a new prison.
The administration's budget
includes requests for about $4-45
million in bonding authority. If
all authorized bonds are issued,
the state's total indebtedness
would be about $2.7 billion in

fiscal year 1988.
The request for an extension
of the credit line has prompted
some lawmakers to wonder if
Kentucky isn't nearing its limit.
"We're talking about reducing
our receipts for 20 years if you
do that," Rep. Joe Clarke, DDanville, said of the governor's
bonding request.
Clarke said a danger point is
reached if debt service begins to
take money away from continuing programs.
"It's too much if you can't pay
for your regular programs," he
said.
Sen. Mike Moloney, D Lexington, chairman of the
Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, said he
was not opposed to the administration's proposals. But
Moloney said all bond issues
should be examined closely.

New license plates eyed by Rep.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rep. Sam McElroy thinks
neighboring states have passed
up Kentucky when it comes to
decorative license plates.
West Virginia proclaims itself
wild and wonderful, and Tennessee sports a stoical volunteer
on its tag.
Kentucky's plates, on the
other hand, have had rust.
McElroy wants to make every
car in the commonwealth an
"ambassador for the state" with
a new plate he hopes will be approved in this legislative
session.
The Waverly Democrat also
hopes to solve the problem of
rusting edges by having the
plates made of aluminum.
The new tag, described in

House Bill 315, would feature
blue printing on a white
background. To aid police in
identifying vehicle numbers at
night, the plates would be
covered with a special reflective
material, McElroy said.
Above the license number, the
county name is situated between
a rendering of the twin spires of
Churchill Downs. Above that, in
bolder print, is the word
"Kentucky."
Kentucky's official nickname,
"Bluegrass State," is included
and centered at the bottom. And
in the middle, racing from
behind the fourth digit on the
tag, is the faint, bluish-green
figure of a mounted
thoroughbred in full stride

Snag develops in insurance billt
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rep. Bobby Richardson says a
businessman willing to invest in
a failing enterprise shouldn't
have to pay for the sins of his
predecessors when it comes to
unemployment insurance.
Richardson's concern put a
roadblock in front of the omnibus unemployment insurance
bill that was due for a vote in the
House on Monday.
The Glasgow Democrat proposed an amendment to the bill
that would place a 10-year cap
on a company's employment
history that can be used in
calculating a new owner's
-unemployment insurance rate.
The rates that are paid into
the state's unemployment insurance trust fund are based, in
part, on the company's history
of layoffs, closings and other
work history.

Rep. Ron Cyrus, D-Flatwoods,
the main sponsor of the bill, said
he probably was not opposed to
Richardson's idea, but did not
want it to bog the progress of the
bill.
Cyrus said House Bill 274
represents unprecedented
cooperation between labor and
management to resolve the pro!
blems confronting the state's
unemployment insurance trust
fund.
Cyrus, who is also head of the
Kentucky AFL-CIO, said the
task force of business and labor
leaders that worked on the bill
had generally agreed to
discourage any amendments.
But Richardson said that
without the change, people
would be discouraged from trying to buy financially ailing
businesses and saving those
jobs.

Senate passes oversight bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The Senate gave final passage to
a House bill touted as a remedy
for sweetheart state leases,
reserving for the General
Assembly a veto over virtually
all sizable proPerty contracts.
House Bill 7, sponsored by
Rep. Marshall Long, DShelkyv1_11e,_ enjoyed a
unanimous ride. The House
passed it 93-0 on Jan. 15 and the
Senate vote on Monday was 34-0.
The bill will go to Gov. Martha
Layne Collins for signature after
a ceremonial check for accuracy and endorsements by the
lieutenant governor and House
speaker.

Only 11 More Days

Long's bill would require advance approval by the
legislature's Capital Construction and Equipment Purchase
Oversight Committee of leases
costing $200,000 or more per
year, or lease modifications
costing $50,000 or more per year.
The oversight committee
would have to be notified within
30 days of lease modifications
costing less than $50,000.
The Finance Cabinet last Feb.
1 voluntarily incorporated some
of those checks, but opted only
for a 30-day, after-the-fact
notification that any lease for
$200,000 or more had been
signed.
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PERSPECTIVE
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by m.c. garrott

garrott's galley

Deterring killers
The death penalty does not
deter murder, says Harry
Schwarzschild, director of an
American Civil Liberties
Union project. Yet look at the
record.
In 1960 there were just over
9,000 murders in the United
States. In 1970 there were
nearly 16,000.
Why? Under intense pressure from liberal organizations, including the ACLU,
use of the death penalty tapered off during the 1960s
more than at any time in U.S.
history. It was halted altogether in 1968.
Simultaneously, murders
increased at a rate without
parallel.
During most of the 1970s
there was in effect a moratorium on capital punishment.
The murder rate continued
its steep climb. In 1980 there
were 23,000 murders.
In reaction to the bloody
rampage of homicide, capital
punishment was resumed in
1977. There were three executions in 1977-79 and the number increased during the
1980s. In 1981 murders declined to 22,000, in 1982 to 21,000
and in 1983 to 20,000. The decline continues although the
toll remains unacceptably
high.
In other words, when executions ceased, murders more
than doubled. When they resumed, murders dropped off

sharply.
Schwarzschild and other
opponents of capital punishment may see no connection
between the two phenomena.
However, a virtual guarantee
against the death penalty appears to affect the attitude
and conduct of would-be
killers. It appears to encourage them to kill.
Risk of the death penalty,
on the other hand, seems to
discourage many would-be
killers. That in turn saves
lives of thousands of potential
victims.
By the end of this decade, if
the present pattern of executions in relation to homicides
holds, the lives of 25,000 to
30,000 persons may have been
spared, persons who might
have met brutal, violent
deaths if the criminal coddling trend of the late 1960s
and most of the 1970s had prevailed.
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Trip to Frankfort to hear the governor
present her budget was a real fun day

presiding over the Senate, but and Mrs. Johnson, whose father
At first, I didn't like the idea. they can be torturesome to old,
was once a state senator, was on
we had a nice visit with one of
To make that drive to Frankfort arthritic knees — we headed for
other. When we 4sked if she
the
his administrative assistants,
and back in one day — a trip of the rotunda.
to sit next to her huswanted
workhas
She
McDonald.
Carol
We were to meet Jack there
well over 500 miles — doesn't
laughed and said,
she
band,
ed for him for 12 years.
and pick up the tickets we needgenerally appeal to me.
I've been sitting next
no.
'Why,
flights
more
climbed
we
Then
balcony
The more I rebelled, however, ed to be admitted to the
to him for 47 years!"
of marble steps to the House
area of the House chamber
the more insistent my good
Before Governor Collins came
the
out
check
to
chamber
speak
to
where the governor was
friend, Leroy Eldridge, was that
the chamber amid a staninto
know
we'd
balcony entrances so
that evening.
I go.
ovation and escorted by
ding
for
rush
the
when
go
to
where
anywhere
go
Whenever you
Governor Collins was going to
Garrett of Paducah.
Helen
Sen.
just
seemed
It
seats took place.
with Leroy, you need not worry
present her budget recommenhad been elected to that
who
interest
special
every
about
needare
tickets
if
dations to the Legislature — that about tickets,
honor by the Senate, we were
group imaginable had a coned to get you into whatever you
was a week ago tonight — and
in the balcony by two of
spotted
were
all
and
hand,
on
tingent
or
football
a
—
plan to attend
Jack Gardner was pleading for a
Kentucky senators.
West
our
a
for
hoping
were
we
like
just
basketball game or what-havelarge turnout of retired teachers
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Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning

your way around town. Or what to see and

do Or whom to ask
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.
Help you begin to envoy your new town
. . good shopping, local attractions,
community opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family.
Take a break from unpacking and call
me.

Kathryn Outland 753-312/79
Hostess

ingeborg King
Asst.
492-8348

302 N. 12th
753-5842

MOBILE HOMES
MOBILE HOMES
MOBILE HOMES
We are your
Mobile Home
Insurance Headquarters
Open Saturdays 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
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Singles will'hear Kemp

Tennis play Thursday

Murray Single Connection will meet Thursday,
Jan. 30, at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom of
Education Building, First United Methodist
Church. Linda Kemp will speak about "Taxes
and the Single." All single adults are invited to
attend. For more information call 759-4940 or
436-2174.

Ladies Tennis Winter Group of Murray Country Club will meet at 8:30 a.m. on Thursday, Jan.
30, to carpool to Kenlake Tennis Center to play at
9 a.m. Martha Andrus will be a substitute. Pairings are as follows: Court One — Norma Frank,
Marilyn Germann, Frances Hulse and Annette
Alexander; Court Two — Vicky Holton, Eileen
Portner, Mug Rigsby and Carol Waller.

PWP meeting on Friday
The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet Friday, Jan. 31, at 7
p.m. in the Irvin Cobb Ballroom, Sixth and
Broadway, Paducah. This will be the monthly
"unbirthday" potluck meal. Single parents and
their children are invited. An adult social hour
will follow at 9 p.m. For more information call
1-443-6865 or 1-554-3425.

Thurman show listed
The televised showing of Craig and Lin Thurman who placed in top finals of Modern Rising
Star Professional Division of Ballroom Dancing
at Columbus, Ohio, is scheduled to be shown on
WDCN PBS Channel 8 Nashvthe, Tenn., on
Wednesday, Jan. 29, at 9 p.m. The Thurmans
represented Kentucky and the Thurman School
of Dance, Murray, at the event in Columbus.

1

ENGLLSH SOLE I
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Stephen Allbritten born
Mr. and Mrs. David Allbritten of Puryear,
Tenn., are the parents of a son, Stephen Collins,
weighing eight pounds four ounces, born on Tuesday, Jan. 14, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Linda Emerson. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Rex Allbritten of Puryear, and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Emerson of Como, Tenn.

Kelly Lynne Arnold born
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Arnold, Rt. 2, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Kelly Lynne, weighing
eight pounds one ounce, measuring 201,4 inches,
born Sunday, Jan. 26, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have another daughter, Lisa
Michelle, 24. The mother, the former Janet
Usrey, is on leave from JC Penney, and the
father is employed at Fisher-Price Toys. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey, Rt. 1,
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Arnold, Rt. 6,
Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Usrey, Kirksey, Mrs. Jewell Byrd, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. C.M. Billups of Kenova, W.Va.
(Cont'd on page 5)

On The Square•Murray
Open 10:00-5:00 Visa-Mastercard

50%

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Off All Winter Shoes
ONLY $

SPRING APPAREL from "Breeches"

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Cottons at their Best
Cotton Sweaters
Cotton Blouses
Cotton Shorts

Cotton Skirts
Cotton Trousers
Cotton Dresses

Inside Dining Only

Color co-ordinate with our
Mia flats at $36.00
Colors: Yellow, Pink, Electric Blue
Black and Blush

1 49
Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 -PM
You can't eat this well at home for this price.

Dell Mar Window Coverings
are on Sale.SaVe 30% to 50%
Offalready outstanding values!

Wirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkcen, editor

Speight paintings now on display
By 6 Cromwell Hauge

Paintings by Jerry
Speight now are on
display in the meeting
room of Calloway County Public Library, 710
Main St. The show will
continue through Monday, Feb. 3.
Speight has taught
design, drawing and art
appreciation on a full
time basis at Murray
State University since
1977.
He also has served as
assistant professor of
art educatioh at University of Kentucky, Lexington; assistant professor of art at Brescia
College, Owensboro; instructor of art at
Somerset Community
College, Somerset; art
teacher for Middle
School at Trigg County,
Cadiz; and art teacher
for Jasper Public
Schools, Jasper, Ind.,
giving instruction in
elementary, middle and
high school.
Not only is he a
qualified painter but he
has written and published numerous articles on
art, photography and
various crafts in several
publications.
"My present studio
work represents a
desire to produce pieces
with images constructed with sprayed
automobile lacquers,
colored tapes, commercial decals and various
auto parts. The support
surface for these paints
is metal. The primary
concept is to utilize
these rnAterials for fine
art pieces. In other
words, instead of just
existing on the metal
surface of a car or in the
center of a wire wheel
cover, they can become
an integral part of a
painting which can be
displayed in a gallery or
enjoyed in the home."
Speight continues:
"The work can be
classified as both
abstract or alluding to a
real object from the environynent and nonobjective with no
reference to a person,
place or thing, relying

totally on the existence
and organization of
form, color and texture
for its statement. The
assemblage pieces
which are composed
painted areas combined
with three-dimensional
objects are really a
cross between painting
and sculpture."
Workshops and lectures have found a place
on his busy agenda since
1975, in Somerset, Murray.Louisville,
Paducah, Mayfield,
Bowling Green,
Owensboro,

Elizabethtown, Draffen- Community College,
ville, Henderson, Owensboro, Lexington,
Jackson, Tenn., and liarkley Lod', Bowling
Green, The Kentucky
Sikeston, Mo.
Speight served as Governor Inaugural Exjuror for an art exhibi- hibition in Frankfort,
tion at Blackford House Paducah, Pikeville,
Gallery in 1980 and at Evansville, Ind., and
the Mayfield High Memphis, Tenn., for a
School Student Show in total of 28 exhibitions.
A closer study of his
1981.
In addition to having resume reveals that he
exhibited in Murray at has engaged in
Murray State Universi- numerous other profesty and the former sional activities and
Upstai rs-Downtown many more occasions of
Gallery on the court serving as juror of exsquare, he also has ex- hibitions than
hibited at Somerset heretofore mentioned.

JERRY SPEIGHT applies colored pinsiziping to painting "View from the
Van." The foundation is the metal cut from van to allow installation of window. His paintings are now on display at Calloway Public Library.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 29, 1986

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Work efforts are sporadic till late in
the day. One-upmanship is the name
of the game with one friend, though
another's dependability becomes
apparent now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Business must be conducted along
routine channels. Again, you are
reminded not to mix business and
pleasure. Romantic outings, though,
are especially favored.
HOUSTON (AP) —
GEMINI
When Prince Charles
(May 21 to June 20)
arrives in Texas next
A co-worker is prying. For once,
month, without Princess
you'll listen and be appreciative when
Diana, his schedule will
a close tie gives you good advice.
take him to four cities
Some enjoy work progress from
with stops at a telecomhome base.
munications company,
CANCER
a refinery, a retirement
(June 21 to J uly 22)
home and the state
After a shaky start, concentration
Capitol.
on the job improves dramatically.
Judgment may be off regarding
finances. Evening favors dining out
and romance.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll do some shopping for the
home and make important decisions
about a child's well-being. Heart-toheart talks between loved ones are
indicated.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Temperament could impede judgment concerning job interests. On the
home front, common sense allows
central center 753-3314
you to solve problems. Evening
brings a burst of creativity.
LIBRA
— (Sept.23
'
You have the concentration today
7919 9:t5
to accomplish much along mental
BARYSHNIKOV
lines. Put your foot down regarding
HINES
distractions. Watch self-indulgence
and indiscretion after dark.

Prince Charles
will visit here

0.46

When you buy a mini or micro-mini blind, a vertical blind, a woven wood or a pleated Softlight
Shade from Del Mar, you're getting more than just an outstanding product at a super value
price. You're also getting the Del Mar "Perfect Product Promise." If any Del Mar shade isn't
perfect in workmanship or material, we'll repair or replace it absolutely free for as long as you
own it and keep it in it's orioinal window.You get eternal qualiy from Del Mar, and that's apromise.

CHER! 3

_
ROCKY
7 I 5 I In I

LNIN-THURS

SYLVESTER
STALLONE

A Beautiful Bargain To
Brighten Any Room!

YOU BORN TODAY are an idealist
who often chooses a creative means
of self-expression. No doubt you can
stir others to action or thought. You
are somewhat set in your ideas, but
dedicated to your convictions. Writing and teaching are fields in which
you'll have notable successes.
Though resourceful, you are nervous
by temperament and must seek
equilibrium. Public life attracts you
and you may be drawn to reform and
government service.

ONE FOR MOM!

The Best Photo
Buy In Murray!

Second

PRINTS

• Beautiful fiat wall and terfmg finrsh
• Itonomital coverage for big lobs
• latex eosy opploation and aeon up

At Time of Processing

Blades
ting Center
Decora
733E0839
South 4th

701

tet

SCORPIO
(Oct. 2,3 to Nov.21)
Take the initiative and be less
defensive or guarded. Leadership
qualities are to the fore. Company
may interfere with what needs to be
done around the house.
SAGITTARIUS
fra
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Mixed messages come from
higher-ups or business colleagues.
It's best to be circumspect about your
own plans. No need for a lavish and
costly display tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Sometimes you have to come right
out and say what you mean. Then
you'll put an end to a friend's neurotic
foolishness. Save rather than spend
resources.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Others are prone to power-play
tactics if you ask for favors. Don't
give them the chance. Renewed
ambition comes late in the day. Aim
for the top.
PISCES
*kr
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Thorough research is your best
preparation for a career gambit.
Guessing what's on someone else's
mind is fruitless. Just act on your
convictions.

(135 mm, 126, 110, & Disc)

y
SAFE 'I' DIS('(.111''
PLIARMA.. I

Murray

GI FNDAI F AT WHITNELI 753 4
chestnut at. 753-3314

tvr
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Coming community events announced
Tuesday,Jan.28
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
---Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Health Center.
---Humane Society of
Calloway County wil)
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
---Officers pf Murray
Moose Lodge will meet
at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.
---Diet and Diabetes will
meet at 2 p.m. and
Prepared Childbirth
Class will meet at 7
p.m., both in third floor
classroom of Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital.
- - -AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---"Night of the Hunter"
will be shown at 2 and 7
p.m. in Curris Center
Theater, Murray State
University, as part of
International Film
Festival.
---Liberty Concert
featuring Hall and
Oates and Emo Philips
will be shown at 7 and 9
p.m. in Curris Center
Banquet Hall, Murray
State University.
Tickets are $1.50 each.
---Murray High School
J.V. and Varsity Boys
will play Carlisle County in a basketball game
at MHS.
Auditions for "The
Red Shoes," children's
theatre production, will
be from 5 to 7 p.m. in
Johnson Theatre, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University. Parts
also still available in

Tuesday, Jan. 28
"Lysistrata "For information call 762-4636.
---Van to be given away
by Kentucky Advocates
for Higher Education on
Feb. 5 in Frankfort will
be on display near north
door of Curris Center,
Murray State University, from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
Brief program will be on
lower level of Curris
Center at 7 p.m.
---Wedneklay,Jan. 29
Murray Women of the
Moose will have aerobic
exercise at 7 p.m. at
lodge hall.
---Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be on the
court square in
downtown Murray from
9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3
p.m.
---Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living With
Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m., both in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
---Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
---Ladies Bible Class
will meet at University
Church/of Christ will
meet t 10 a.m. with
Nancy'Ross of Hospice
Program as speaker.
---Combined meeting of
a Charge and Church
Conference of First
United Methodist
Church will be at 7 p.m.
at church.
----

Wednesday,Jan. 29
Mississippi Room, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Free commodities
will be distributed from
9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
County Road Department, East Sycamore
Street.
---Taping of dance show
by Craig and Lin Thurman will be shown at 9
p.m. on VVDCN Pip
Channel 8, Nashville,
Tenn.
---Ladies day bridge
with Virginia Jones as
hostess is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. at Olics Country Club.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and The comet at 1 and 3
p.m., both at Golden
Pond Visitor Center
Planetarium.
----

Thursday,Jan. 31
Free commodities
will be distributed from
9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
County Road Department. East Sycamore
Street.
---Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church. For
information call 759-4940
or 430-2174.,
---AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061.
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---Gerald Gardner will
present a free lecture
titled "Censorship in TV
and Music" at 8 p.m. in
Curris Center Theater,
Murray State
University.
---Studio production of
"The Constituents" will
be presented in Wilson
Hall Studio II at Murray
State University at 7
p.m. Admission is $2 or
by season ticket.

Thursday,Jan. 31
Public hearing on proposed changes to KRS
314 concerning nurses is
scheduled at 7 p.m. in
Broadway Methodist
Church, Paducah.
---Sandra Stark Jones
will be featured on "The
Nighttime Price Is
Right" television program at 3:30 p.m. on
WPSD-TV Channel 6.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and The Comet at 1 and
3 p.m., both at Golden
Pond Visitor Center
Planetarium.
---Senior citizens' activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from lb a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---r
B a z a a
Workshop/Lunch is
scheduled at 10 a.m. at
First United Methodist
Church.
---Mothers' Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
----

Combined WMU
Council of First Baptist
Church will meet at 4:15
p.m. at church.
MSU Chess Club will
meet from 6 toll p.m. in

Kimberly Jo Dyer born

Local persons recently dismissed from area
hospitals include Louise Weatherly of Murray
from Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah; and
Mavis Gorham of Murray from Community
Hospital, Mayfield.

Van Buren

Perseverance Marks Winners
Who Face Life's Adversity
DEAR READERS: Yesterday's
column was filled with names
(submitted by my readers) of
those who managed to succeed
against the odds. Today's is a
continuance of that list:
Have a thalidomide child born
with a dwarfed, twisted body
without arms, and you have a
Terry Wiles, who, with the aid
of mechanical devices, learned
to play the electric organ, steer
a motorboat and paint.
Amputate the cancer-ridden
leg of a handsome young Canadian, and you have a Terry Fox,
who vowed to run on one leg
across the whole of Canada to
raise a million dollars for cancer
research. (Terry was forced to
quit halfway when cancer invaded his lungs, but managed to
raise about $20 million.)
Let a British fighter pilot who
lost both legs in an air crash fly
again with the RAF, and you
have a Douglas Bader, who,with
two artificial limbs, was captured by the Germans three times
during World War 11-and
escaped three times!
Blind him and you have a Ray
Charles,George Shearing,Stevie
Wonder, Tom Sullivan, Alec
Templeton or Hal Krents.
Label him "too stupid to learn,"
and you have a Thomas Edison.
Make him a "hopeless" alcoholic, and you have a Bill Wilson,
founder of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Tell her she's too old to start
painting at 80, and you have a
Grandma Moses.
Afflict him with periods of
depression so severe that he
cuts off his own ear, and you
have a Vincent Van Gogh.
Your list would not be complete
without a smiling Max Cleland,
who lost both legs and an arm in
Vietnam and formerly headed

NEW DELHI, India
(AP) - A 12-year-old
Sri Lankan girl who
regularly writes to
Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi is no'w visiting
India as his personal
guest.
Manique Cooray, ex-

(Cont'd from page 4)

Patients dismissed

By Abigail

ss

the Veterans Administration in
Washington, D.C.
Don't forget Patricia Neal,the
fine actress who suffered a
severe stroke, but rehabilitated
herself against overwhelming
odds.
Blind him at age 44, and you
have John Milton, who, 16 years
later, wrote "Paradise Lost."
Call him dull and hopeless and
flunk him in the sixth grade,and
you have a Winston Churchill.
Punish her with poverty and
prejudice, and she may survive
to become another Golda Meir.
Pit her against sexual discrimination, and you have a Madame
Curie.
Tell a young boy who loved to
sketch and draw that he has no
talent, and you have a Walt
Disney..
Take a crippled child whose
only home he.ever knew was an
orphanage, and you have a
James E. West, who became the
first chief executive of the Boy
Scouts of America.
Rate him as "mediocre" in
chemistry, and you have a Louis
Pasteur.
Make him a homosexual, and
you have a Michaelangelo and a
million other talented people.
Deny a child the ability to see,
hear and speak, and you have a
Helen Keller.
Make him second fiddle in an
obscure South American orchestra, and you have a Toscanini.
Not all disabilities are physical
and visible. And not all who
have vtfon against the odds are
well-known celebrities.
Every family has its own
heroes and heroines for whom
there is no medal distinguished
enough to reward them for their
accomplishments.
It is to you, whose names do
not appear here but deserve to,
that I dedicate this column.

Youth visiting Gandhi

DATEBOOK
Mr. and Mrs. William (Kip)Dyer of Rt. 6, Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Kimberly Jo,
weighing eight pounds eight ounces, measuring
21 inches, born on Sunday, Jan. 5, at 9:47 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother
is the former Kay Barnett. Both the mother and
the father are employed at Fisher-Price Toys.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lee Barnett
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dyer of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Philip Jenkins of Owensboro. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Hendrick,
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Barnett and Mrs. Elvie Carson, all of Murray, and Mrs. Johnnie Connor of
Owensboro.

Dewy

Wins pageant honors
Tiffany Brooke Cunningham, two-year-old daughter of Ricky and Tamra
Cunningham, was crowned Southern Charm Queen in her age division on
Dec. 15 at the Southern Charm Pageant at Paducah. She also won the title of
Most Beautiful. Her entry fee will be paid to the state pageant to be held in
Paducah. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Osbron and of
Mr. and Mrs. W.&. Cunningham. Her great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Nix, Mrs. Beauton Osbron and Mrs. Reba Parrish.

cited about meeting her
prime minister pen pal,
says she will ask him "a
lot of questions." For
one thing, she wants to
know whether the
41-year-old Gandhi, an
ex-airline pilot, misses
flying.

We Will Be Closed
Thursday, January 30th
for Inventory.
We Will Reopen Friday 10 a.m. 8 p.m.

MICHELSONS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

753-7695

Chad Culp
9Y7 month old son of
Glen & Sandy Culp

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club
Wednesday ,s
Tot's Day
Spec.al Packages
Special Pnces

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035

Free seminar planned
"Halftones Made Easy" will be title of a free
seminar to be offered at Murray State University
on Thursday afternoon, Feb. 6, through Department of Graphic Arts Technology/Printing
Management. Jim Staples of W.D. Gatchel and
Sons in Louisville will present sessions from 1 to
2:30 p.m. and 3:30 to 5 p.m. in Room 104-N of Applied Science Building, MSU. Among topics he
will cover are halftone negatives; math, flash
and bump exposures; cameras and lights; contact screens and positioning them; and halftone
characteristics. Stephen E. Horwood, assistant
professor of graphic arts technology at Murray
State, organized and is coordinating the
seminar. Students and other interested individuals in the area may call the department at
MSU, 762-3394, or Donna at Gatchel's at
1-800-292-9492, Kentucky, or 1-800-626-3502,
neighboring states, to make reservations.

OPEN
FOR BREAKFAST
at 7 a.m.
Businessman's Luncheon
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
*Friday Night Seafood Buffet
All You Can Eat $13.50
*Sunday Brunch 9 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

$4.95
*Sunday Buffet 2-7

p.m.-$6.95

Fri. & Bat. 7 til
Mon.-Thurs. 7-9
Um. 9-9

STEAK & ALL
12th & Olive

Guinn's Factory
Outlet Shoe
Clearance

3

For The
Price Of

11 +slim

Buy one pair of selected fall and
winter shoes and get the next
2 pair for $1.00 each

...That you
can transfer your
Brokerage Investment
Account to our bank! Call
or see one of our Trust
Officers today. We offer:

Sale starts Wed., Jan. 29
ATTENTION: Open Sunday 1-5

Guinn's Factory
Outlet Shoes
207 N. Brewer
Downtown Paris, TN
Open Mon-Sat 9-5

WAIF* Iftill""

DISCOUNT
BROKERAGE SERVICE

'Ir'r Bank of Murray
_IA
.111EfitiMIREVANK"

C
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—
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"DOUBLE CLEAN

Wierray Ledger & Times

Home items are getting more colorful

KEROSENE HEATER

fry

RIITUNING

30% ADJUSTABLE NEAT RANGE
NT LAST . . . o kerosene
heater that con be turned
without prodown safely
ducing hazardous emissions

TOO
reburns the
fuel at 0 hotter ternperoture.
more
cleoner
o
in
resulting
efficient use of fuel

LOU 011111111•11 burns fuel
at 1500 F prodexing rodiont
heat in oil directions ot floor
level

CPSC CONFIRMS KEROSENE HEATER EMISSIONS BREAKTHROUGH
Consumer products Safety Commission
tests confirmed the Toyostove Double
Clean line of portable heaters ore up to
15 times cleaner for carbon monoxide
(CO) and five times cleaner for nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) emissions when corn•nexigaiNiMeirsr

pored to CP5C recommended limits
The study indicated the Double Clean
patented two-chomber combustion system produces CO and NO2 at levels far
below all other kerosene hectors tested

WHILE
THEY LAST

SAVE
War- $40
TOYOSTCR711
1
9
tall1111

DC-80

$9995

RC/4-36

AdAKAIIIIILE N TANIS
Hoot Rating 9.600 EfTIPh
Fuel Capacity 1 24 GO
Burning Time 18-25 Mrs

*199"

Heat Rating: 13,500 BTU/h
Fuel Capacity: 1.7 Gal.
Burning Time: 17-24 Hrs.

ACF137F
Built-in tan

$159"

Toyostore meets stars codes for unwanted beaters. Don't buy any heater wadi
you compare Toyestove quality and featurss.

FREE WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY 1986 MODEL
TOYOSTOVE DOUBLE CLEAN HEATER
Perlormence
Kit

116

Battery- Powered SlPhor
$9.5 Retail
TOYOBT1OVE

Apr

slIrsemi

$24.90 TOTAL RETAIL VALUE!
e Service What We Sell

(...

TIRED OF
BEING A
HOT-SHOWER
"SHUT OUT"?

Norsworthy AilAi

LUMBER COMPANY,INC.
S. 4th, Murray
Starr.

500

7 5 Mon
•

411••••••••...-,Winemr.T9/1~WW.M.

e.

•

SIOAAGE TANK

DIENBIAR

r applies to all purchases of
2"thick R-19" (or
/
rtaln Toed 6-1
ighor) Fiber Gloss Insulation

Buy 5
Packages

and get a
Electronic
Phone
Storage tanks keep large
renown Of water beetled
all tire time Tani
cycles on and ell 24 Ars
a day --even when you re
away Tani sin also run
out of heeled water
when needed

Tens kiss design is small
IC ere devil sere
hated wrier —bet Cr.
ates It Sr emend Usti
no energy until you need
het water Can produce
120 sailers and more
an hourl

Buy 16 Iiiickages
and get
an
AM/FM
Headphone
Radio

P.

THERMAR
• America's Leader in Tankless
Heaters
• Featured in Popular Science
Magazine
• Seen on Television,
• Member — Gas Appliance
Manufacturers Association Inc

You'll recover the Initial costs many times over
in fuel savings as the years pass And you II
enjoy a lifetime of hot water — shower after
shower after shower'
depend upon local noel of fuel. typo •I Awl
used con:Aeon ape and typo col peoseeElleseist11114111N.d.

MURRAY SUPPLY

_.x

I

TANKLESS

"The Professional Problem Sobiass!_.
Since 1955

208 E. Main

753-6450

PICK A GIFT FOR PICKING
CERTAIN TEED FIBER
GLASS INSULATION

U.L. Listed Electric
and AGA Certified Gas Models
Thousands In Use Around the World

The Hughson family iust took 7 showers in a row
- the lth was u hot as the first — and they ro
swing hundreds in their hal wile, bills too

Fri., 8-12 Sat.

iNSULATE

The Perfect Answer-New Thermar"
Tankless Instant Hot Water Heaters
If heat losses are created by the need to
keep large volumes of water standing in a
tank why not eliminate the tank'? And, that's
lust what Thermar" has done In its place we
• have-developed.a 14fly, super acverful-in..
stantaneous heating unit which ACTUALLY
CREATES HOT WATER AS YOU USE IT A
microswitch on the unit automatically turns
on the moment hot water is needed Then a
continuous stream of delightful sparkling
hot water flows from the tap for shower or
wash basin IMAGINE — as much hot water
as you want — produced in a never-ending
stream as long as you need it
The ordinary Tank-Type Hot Water Heater
is the most "Energy Costly- appliance in
your home. In this day of rising costs and
energy consciousness, a new THERMAR''
TANKLESS INSTANT HEATER should be considered by everyone interested in saving
money and saving energy

radios, promoted as
Christmas gifts. The
company was surprised
to find that when
Christmas was over
sales continued high, so
more colors were added. Now Sharp is introducing colorful
microwaves and
vacuums.
Actually, things have
been getting more colorful lately in virtually all
areas of home furnishings. Ever since
manufacturers and

4,A
---tellija

Rickman

Now THERMAR
Tankless Heaters
provide endless
hot water and cut
fuel bills too!
Did you know that much of the energy
used to heat your basement tank of water is
dissipated right through the walls of the
tank itself and into your storage or crawl
space area/

retailers learned via
sales and focus-group
comments that color is a
powerful persuader,
they have been into
paint in a big way.
Eyeing the juicy sales
that apparel makers enjoy every year or so as
color trends change,
those who make products for the home are
attempting to tie their
products in with the
same emotive forces
that influence clothing
sales.
As an example, one
tableware designer
recently noted that
"dressing your table
should be like dressing
yourself. You add a
scarf in contrasting colors for a fresh look. Why
not do the same with
dinnerware?" asks
Emilio Bergamin.
Bergamin suggested a
place setting of his colorful tableware made
by the Italian firm,
Taitu, in the following
scheme: turquoise dinner plate on top of a
black service plate with
yellow salad plate and
white cup and saucer.
While home furnishings color
preferences are certainly influenced by fashion,
nowadays technology
has to be taken into account as well. Patrice N.
White, stylist for interior textiles for The
fond Fy Ron/ Kitchen
Wool Bureau, noted
19-0e 11-0 ev
recently that office computers have brought
with them a need for colors that offer better conDoubl• Garag•
20-0 A 23-0
trast, low glare and
minimal reflection.
"These needs have
helped establish
mauves and dusty
PLOOPI PLAN
grayed-over colors as
WI, localism
the most effective
el gar de.
choices for today's elec•
FEATURES OF THIS RANCH HOUSE include a wood-burning
tronic offices," she said.
fireplace and a sloped-ceilinged living area. The kitchen-family
She also pointed out that
room faces two views. Three bedrooms are located in a wing of
coordinating color
their own. Plan HA1349K has 1,363 square feet. For more informachoice with lighting has
tion write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to arbecome more important
chitect Charles. Koty, 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown, N.Y.
today. It is better
11507.
understood than it used
to be that the character
:1
0
SHOP US FIRST15
of the light influences
the way we perceive
P
colors.
"Until recently,
lighting was the most
neglected aspect of interior design," she said.
have colorful audio products, and at least one
will start shipping a
microwave oven and
vacuum cleaner in colors this spring.
A spokesman for
Sharp Electronics Corp.
noted that colorful home
electronics products
first surfaced in Japan
where they were very
popular with customers.
In 1982, the company introduced color to the
American market with
red, white and blue

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
If you are planning to
buy a new home appliance or radio this spring, be prepared. Color
has invaded the realm
where once white,
brown, and beige reigned supreme.
You can expect to see
pink and lime green
microwave ovens and
vacuum cleaners in
baby blue, pink and
white on display.
Several manufacturers

rx66
Lauan interior
Door Units
(Finger Joint Jamb IL Casings)

Buy 20 Packages

and get a fuel and tool kit
with
emergency
accessories

CASH & CARRY
al al els

On the other hand,
bright red, orange and
yellow are activity
e nhancements.
Research has shown
that being subjected to
bright red, for instance,
d oes lead to
physiological changes
and speeds up activity.
Red makes you
hungrier, causes you to
eat faster and leave
sooner, so it's used frequently in fast food
restaurants. Yellow and
orange recall sunshine
happiness and good
cheer. Yellow is also the
color of novelty, so it is
often used in packaging.

Plier description given
By ANDY LANG
AP Newstestures
Q. — Every so often I
see a reference to
channel-type pliers. I
can't find a definition
for it. Can you help me?
A. — Channel-type
pliers open very wide to
grip larger objects th.ttn
most pliers. They also
have more flexible adjusting pivots to permit
holding items with different shapes.
Q. — In using gypsum
wallboard, will one coat
of the special compound
for covering joints be
sufficient?
A. — It is better to use
two coats, spaced at
least 12 hours between
coats.
Q. — I soon will have
to refinish a hardwood
floor. When I rent a floor
sander, must I also rent
an edge sander?
A. — You can get by
without one, but it will
mean more work in sanding by hand close to
baseboards, corners
and the like. Actually,
even if you rent an
edger, you will have to
do a bit of hand sanding
where the edger will not
fit. For the beat job, use
a drum sander, an edger
and a hand sander.
Q. — I am thinking
about installing copper
gutters. Can I handle it

myself?
A. — It depends on
your capabilities. Actually, copper gutters
usually need professional installation
because the joints must
be soldered.
Q. — In buying an
automatic garage-door
opener, is there
anything I should be
concerned about?
A. — Yes. Be sure to
get one that has an
automatic reversal if
the door hits a person or
a car or anything else.
These days most of
them have that feature,
but check anyway.
Q. — I understand I
can buy and use an electric heating cable to
keep a water pipe from
freezing. I'd like to try it
for one pipe in particular, but won't it use
a lot of electricity and
be very expensive?
A. — The price of electricity varies considerably, depending on
which part of the country a customer is in. In
your area, the cost is
moderate. But the
heating cable will not be
a big drain on your
pocketbook because you
only turn it on when the
temperature is below 32
degrees Fahrenheit or
you expect it to fall
below that level.

Ir

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

Offer good only on purchases
through March 2, 1986. See
order form on our display for
complete details. •Ask you seller
for She fact shoo on R.Values.

753-3361

By and large, the
traditional ideas are
correct about which colors enhance which
moods, she said. Cool
colors such as green and
blue correlate with subdued mood. Blue and
bluegreen communicate
the feeling of the ocean;
forest green or grass
green recalls the outdoors and both are good
choices in cities where
smog predominates,
says Eisman.

For all your Nivel Reservations Coll

CertainTeed El •a
Fiber Glass Insulation

No longer is this the
case, at least in the office. "The many types
of lighting now in use
and the enormous
amounts of glass in
public spaces require
that color be carefully
chosen," she said.
Lee Eisman, director
of the recently
established Pantone
Color Institute, and a
color authority who
counsels companies and
individuals on color
schemes, also finds
more interest in color
selection than in the
past.
Instead of asking
what color is in style,
however, she prefers to
ask what mood does one
want to create?
Eisman says recent
research has found that
people can change their
mood by visualizing different colors. In experiments, for example,
subjects were able to
slow down their
biorhythms by visualizing blue. Thus, one
could say that blue had
a calming effect.

SALE ENDS 2/3/86
SHOP US F I RS T VIIIPPAOr

Arnericon and International Traveltime

42,/- •
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Criteria suggested for buying the right hammer for the job
proper way to use them
By ANDY LANG
are things with which
AP Newsteatures
One tool your home homeowners should be
needs even if you do not familiar. There are six
have a workshop is a basic hammer types.
hammer. But if you do Each is designed for a
more than 0.hit a nail specific purpose and
once in a whire, you they are not intershould have more than changeable. The 1xare
nail hammers, ball
one type of hammer.
The choice of the right peens, mallets, hand
hammers, a basic drilling hammers,
knowledge of the dif- sledges and specialty
ferent kinds, and the hammers.

Nail hammers are have a rounded halfdesigned for driving and ball, or peen, instead of
pulling common and a claw opposite its strikfinishing nails and for ing surface. They are inminimal prying. Their tended for use with cold
claws can be curved or chiSels for cutting and
straight. A curved claw chipping work,
gives more leverage for rounding-over rivets,
removing nails while farming'soft metal and
the straight-_claws are similar chores not inbetter for ripping or volving nails.
Mallets have rubber,
tearing out pieces of
plastic, wood or rawhide
wood.
Ball peen hammers heads to drive chisels
and to hammer joints
together. They are good
for jewelry and brass
work and automobile
jobs where a metal
hammer blow could
stretch or otherwise
"Every time I do a damage the surface.
Hand drilling hamnew piece, it's my
favorite one," he said. mers, weighing 2 to 4
"I'd like to keep them pounds, are used with
all, but I also need the star drills or cold chisels
on heavy-duty work.
money."
Figures usually sell They are small sledge
for $100 to $800, he said. hammers with short
"Once they handles and are recom(customers) see one, mended for pounding
they want another. hardened nails into conWhen people come by, crete or with tools that
they see them and want drive nails and pins into
more," he said. "We concrete, brick and
other masonry.
have standing orders."
Sledge hammers, with
Rodriguez said
coyotes and pigs are the handles of from 14 to 36
Inches, are used for
most popular animals.
The younger Ar- heavy jobs where great
chuleta said the largest force is needed. They
carving-he had created can weigh from 2 to 20
pounds.
was a 16-foot giraffe.
Specialty hammers
Rodrigirez spent. a
week in August carving include those designed
an 8-foot dragon, coated specifically for riveting,
with green paint, metalworking, scaling
resplendent with__ red and chipping masonry,
finishing welding beads,
-e.
and yellow strip,
He said he liked wood etc.
Obviously, purchascarving because
"there's nobody on your ing the best quality
hammer for the job
back."
"I worked in a pet makes the most sense.
shop once, and they told But how do you judge
me to cut my hair. I the quality of a hamcouldn't handle it," mer? True Temper,
Rodriguez said. "It was which makes more than
an OK job, but this is 70 kinds of hammers,
suggests three basic
better."

Three generations shape
menagerie out of logs
TESUQUE, N.M.
(AP) — Stacks of gnarled cottonwood logs lay
waiting for the chain
saws and chisels of
three generations of a
Tesuque family who
carve a menagerie of
colorful animals, from
antelopes to zebras.
The thriving family
business began in the
early 1960s when Felipe
Archuleta went into carving after unsuccessfully hunting for a job.
"I prayed to God and
he told me what to do,"
said Archuleta.
Now 75, he has cut
down on the number of
figures he carves
because of his age. But
his son Leroy Archuleta.
37, and his grandson
Ron Rodriguez, 17,
carry on the tradition.
The elder Archuleta,
who had worked as a
cook, finish carpenter
and stone mason, first
carved an ox. The folk
art figures he and his
family make now are
shipped nationwide, he
said.
"It's word-of-mouth
— we never do any
advertising," said
Leroy Archuleta, who
began' fashioning the
figures in 1970.
"We can't keep up
with the demand." said
Rodriguez, who joined
his grandfather and uncle in the trade eight
years ago.
Leroy Archuleta said
they fell dead cottonwood trees, which they
cut into logs of various
sizes.
"We use the whole
tree," he said. "They're
(cottonwood trees) nice
to work with. They've
got to be dryAhough. If
they're not dry, they
will crack."
The carvers look at
the shape of a tree or
log, envisioning an
animal within.
The animals are born
in a studio, its dirt floor
littered with wood shavings, its tables crowded
with paint cans and
glue.
The elder Archuleta
starts with an ax to
rough out his figures,

but his son and grandson take a modern short
cut — chain saws.
The animals are
finished with grinders,
hand rasps and sandpaper. Features are
painted on. Eyes are
marbles, sometimes
pried out of spray paint
cans. Claws are cut
from rubber cable
sheathing. Whiskers are
frazzled rope.
"verything goes,"
Leroy Archuleta said.
He said he bases his
work on photographs or
drawings.
"Here's the picture I
usually go by when carving a wild turkey," he
said, hefting an empty
bottle of liquor with a
picture of a turkey on
the label.
The three family
members have carved
many different kinds of
animals — pigs and porcupines, coyotes and
cats, rams and rhinos,
bears and badgers, fish
and fowl, gorillas, and
gazelles.
So many, in fact, they
said they never really
kept count. Leroy says
he has no favorite.

comfortable.
Misuse of hammers
causes serious accidents. Even the best
hammer may chip if
struck against an equally hard or harder object.
For this reason, there is
a warning label on
every hammer whioh
should be read carefully
and the tool used only as
advised.
Safety goggles should
always be worn when
using striking tools.
(Leaky faucets,

doublebevelled to resist
chipping when a nail is
being pulled.
The claw slot should
be narrowed close to the
head so it can grip
smaller nails.
Preference should be
given to companies that
mark their hammer for
specific purposes and
for its relative quality.
Hammers are
available in a variety of
weights, and
homeowners should
select what feels

troublesome toilet
tanks, noisy plumbing
and bathroom condensation are among the
topics discussed in Andy
Lang's booklet, "Simple
Plumbing Repairs,"
which can be obtained
by sending 50 cents and
a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, NY
11743. Questions of
general interest will be
answered in the
column.)

rard

Insulation reduces heating and cooling costs by increasing the in-

sulating value of interior walls and ceilings. Keeps your house
wormer in the winter and cooler in the summer. These energy and
fuel savings will continue year after year.

Here's

ABetter

Trust your home to
Better Homes and Gardens'?

and (.arilent.
,
r

Olympic Plaza, 641 North
Murray, KY
(502)753-4000

lettur

Reg 5 39

Mushroom Hickory or Autumn Oak Bungalow
Paneling. Simulated woodgrain finish on
wood fiber substrate 4 x 8' x

SUM FLAT

•Economical, attractive fiat finish for walls, ceilings and woodwork 'Dries fast •Water washable •Equipment cleans up with
water •In 800 colors

I

HOME
MARKETING

SYSTEM
Judy Johnston—Managing Broker
Bill Morgan—Principal Broker

Ask what our
Better Homes and Gardens
Home Marketing System
can do for you!

(502)753-4000

Choice of
40, 60, 75

Each firm independend) ossned and operated

or 100 Watt

•

•LD

A

; PECIALS

Hall Mark
HTR-95

Reg 30 99
foam Sewer Electric Meet*.
Powerful 1400 woos Instant glow rtbOon elements
wt.*, ton-forced circulohon Therm 0 Dol Thermostat
and hp over switch Overoll size 15 . wide • 10
high # 10-'/, deep 410101111/aT12(0-1)

4/1.19
Light Bulbs with inside frost

.40
All Keys

513 689/40(0-361 530 269160(0-361
514 054/75(0-36) 530 278/100(0-36i

9800 B.T.U.
Removable
Fuel Tank

89195

All types of Kerosene
Heaters wicks in 1...

Miam i-Carey

36.88

1.•

9.97

visible & invisible smoke. Loud alarm con awoken
sound sleepers. 9-volt battery lasts approximately one year. Battery included. Ul listed. 311 3/(14)

Sleeks Detester detects

Reg. 47.95

Vanity with 20- x17- Top. Less
faucet. Assembled 19" x 16" white
& gold base; marble top.

2-Speed Power
Blower For Any
Radiant Kerosene
Heaters

'34.95

All types of
Insulation in stock

Ziplock Foam Pipe
Insulation
691'
4'x3 ft.
3
/

•Heat Tapes
•Stick Insulation
•Pip• Insulation
& Many More

Stove Pipes
& Stove
Boards
Now In
Stock

.ACE MURRAY SUPPLY
7

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week

"The Professional Problem Solvers"
Since 1933

HARDWARE 201£. Main

.1••••

BUYING?
G?
SELLIN
a sign of trust!

SOLD

fI Al

criteria — those which
are heat treated, have
forged steel heads and
solid hardwood,
fiberglass or tubular
steel handles with
cushioned grips.
A hammer should be
examined for the design
of its striking surface.
Better quality hammers
are chamfered approximately 10 percent from
the area of its striking
surface to reduce the
risk of chipping. The
nail slot should be

-

Your_Cornplate Hama Building Suppky Center
ge Lake Cit.): *
- *Other IdeatJoiia

1 HARDWARE

Murray Hours: Mon.-fri. 7:30 am.-7 p.m., Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 1-5 p.m.

A
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-
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Home instruction
helps many students
earn school credits
The Home Instruction
provides
program
teachers and materials
for exceptional children
in Murray and Calloway
County who cannot attend regular public
school because of a longterm physical or mental
disability.
Homebound students
may receive full credit in
school subject are required to take the Kentucky Essential Skills
Test.
The program is coordinated by the Calloway
County Schools for both
school districts. Nancy
Lovett and Jimmy Nix
are the coordinators.
There is one full-time
teacher, Stan Simmons,
part-time
one
and
teacher, Jane Cothran.
Students involved in
the program have had
as
such
problems
physical handicaps, back
surgery, and accidental
injuries.
Sixteen-year-old Amy
Carraway, has participated in the Home Instruction Program since
the first grade. Amy has
nemaline myopathy, a
muscular
of
form
distrophy. With the help
of a suction machine, she
to attend
able
is
Calloway County High
School for one-half day

Murray Middle teacher
spends a year in travel

and receives instruction
In other subjects from
Mr. Simmons at home.
Amy, the daughter of
Noby and Euva Carraway, is a bright student who makes good
grades and has a fantastic outlook on life. She
has many interests, including music, reading,
and watching wrestling
on television.
Amy says she enjoys
the time she is at school
being with her fellow
classmates and attending regular classes.
Mr. Simmons often
works with the parents,
as well as the student, so
that parents can help the
student in his absence.
He says that positive
parental involvement is
essential to the success
of the program.

Home Instruction Program teacher Stan Simmons has been working with
homebound students for four years, visiting each student three times weekly
and traveling 800-1000 miles each month. Homebound student Amy Carraway
grade.
has been involved in the Home Instruction Program since the first

He's also a football
coach at Calloway Middle and the Calloway
High School Boys' Track
Coach. He and his wife,
Lisa, have two boys,
Derek (age 3)and Damn
(age 1).
Anyone needing information on the Homebound Instruction Program may call Stan Simmons or Jane Cothran at
the Calloway County
Board of Education,
753-3033.

"I carte back to school
with a new perspective
on my job as a teacher,"
she said,"and I think my
experiences made me a
tolerant and
more
understanding person."
She said her travels
were especially worthwhile because, for the
first time, she had time

Robot at Murray Middle school
new addition in industrial arts

•

The robot at Murray
Middle School doesn't
have a name.
We want to avoid the
idea that all robots are
like the Star Wars robot
Artoo-Deeto," says Industrial Arts teacher
Dan Blankenship.
"A robot is simply a
machine controlled by a
computer," he explained. "We purchased this
one because it was
small, affordable, and
typical of the "pick and
place" robots found in
industrial working places today."
The robot looks like
just another piece of industrial machinery —
except for the long cord
that connects it to an
Apple He computer. To
make the robot function,
an operator must program the computer by
typing a set of instructions on the keyboard.
The robot's ''arm"
will then pick up and
move an item from one
specified place to
another. It can repeat
the task once or any
number of times. If it's
reprogrammed, it can
perform a different
task. And the programs
can be stored on a computer disk for reuse.
Blankenship, who also
gives instruction in the
use of comput#rs to middle school students, is
particularly excited
about the robot because
it means his industrial
arts laboratory is getting closer and closer to
real world situations.

"Computers aren't
just for playing games
and reinforcing
classroom math skills,"
he said. "Their business
and industrial applications are practically
limitless. And if our kids
are going to be prepared
for the real world, we
need to show them now
how computers are used
to take inventory, keep
files straight, create
graphs — and to
manufacture things
they use everyday."
Blankenship
predicted that most factories will make some
use of robotics in the
near future — if they
aren't already.
"It's true that robots
replace jobs held by
human workers," he
said. "On the other
hand, they can be programmed to handle jobs
which may be hazardous to human health."
They also create jobs,
because computers
can't work without a
human mind to program
them — and the job of
computer programmer
is much more creative
and rewarding than that
of assembly line
worker.
In his eighth-grade industrial arts classes,
Blankenship will make
use of the robot as he
teaches techniques of
manufacturing and
mass production.
"The kids design their
own product, and follow
through the process of
production. We'll be set-

Eighth grade students Mary Ann Todd. Johnny
NeWberry, and Brock Peyer are learning to program the Murray Schools' new robot in their Industrial arts class.
Notioe
Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray city
schools at 7534388 or the Calloway County
public schools at 753-3033

ting up our own
assembly line in the
laboratory, and the
kids'll decide how to use
the robot most effectively and learn how to proTr a m_ it for that
purpose."
His fifth graders will
also have some experience with the robot
— though it's unlikely
they'll be involved with
programming.
Eventually the robot
will be housed in the
computer laboratory at
the Middle School —
although it will be used
throughout the school
system to give kids
some idea of what computers can be used to do.
"The kids are
fascinated by it," said
Blankenship, "and I
hope other teachers can
work it into their computer curriculum. Since
the robot arrived in late
October, one boy has
dropped by every day
just to ask me when
we're getting started."

For Murray Middle
School teacher Mary
Ryan, education is
something that takes
the
outside
place
classroom as well as
within its four walls.
And it's a process that
involves teachers as well
as students.
Last year, Mrs. Ryan
was granted an unpaid
leave of absence from
the Murray Board of
Education "for the purposes of study and
travel."
She logged several
thousand miles in the
course of the year,
touching three corners of
the United States.
One trip took her to the
tip of southern Florida,
another to the eastern
seaboard states, and a
third to the northeast.
She also traveled with a
group from Murray
State University to the
Hawaiian Islands.

to absorb
the at- gathered wherever she
mosphere of an area and went.
According to Mrs.
to learn from the people
it's especially imRyan,
she met.
At Cape Canaveral, for portant for teachers to
example, she talked at have oportunities to
length with a woman know the wider world,
who installed the tiles on not so much for factual
the nose cone of the knowledge as for a
space shuttle Columbia. deeper understanding of
"Space exploration what makes us what we
has always been one of are.
my interests,'' Mrs.
She believes teaching
Ryan said, "and I was
"is a confining profesvery impressed with her
sion."
sense of personal respon"We teachers spend
sibility for the space promost of our days in the
gram."
schoolroom, focusing on
Visits to Gettysburg
the minutia of everyday
and Pearl Harbor prolearning — things that
voked some powerful
our students may need to
feelings.
know but which aren't
"We know the horrors
really important in the
of impersonal war in our
long range view."
lifetime," she said. "At
On the wall of her
Gettysburg, you realize
classroom at Murray
the horrors of a personal
Middle School hangs a
war, and it's impossible
poster-sized photograph
to imagine which might
of the earth taken from
be worse."
space by the Apollo 11
Mrs.
Students in
astronauts.
Ryan's social studies
"I plan to keep that
classes at Murray Midpicture up on the wall all
dle School will benefit
year," said Mrs. Ryan.
her
from
personal
don't think anyone can
knowledge of United
look at that every day
States geography and
and not come to some
her insights into history
realization of where they
and culture. She can supare in the universe —
plement the stories she
that we are, all of us, ontells with a hoard of
ly a part of the whole. It's
books, maps,and educaa quiet way to teach."
tional materials she

Children in Lashlee Foster's second grade are costumed for their parts in
the play,"Love a Tree!," which they recently performed for their parents
and schoolmates at Murray Elementary School. The short production had a
starring role for every child and carried a powerful message about friendship and caring.

Kindergarten children at Robertson Elementary
Center learned a new word last week — "Jam ho," which means "hello" in Swahili. Dr. Mel
Page, shown above with kindergarten student
Trey Green, visited the kindergarten class to
share pictures, toys, and stories from his recent
three month's stay in Kenya.

'Every Child a Winner' theme of
new fitness program for students
at Southwest Elementary school

Students at Southwest "Every Child A Winner" gram's overall goal is
Elementary are ex- program. She believes that the child will
new every student is ex- develop basic movement
a
periencing
physical education pro- periencing
success skills and the joy of
gram, one that em- regardless of physical physical activity that
phasizes an effective ability. Each class is will enable him to reach
movement foundation planned to allow success a higher level of personal
for success in daily life for all children. The pro- well-being.
activities, as well as
sports, athletics and
general fitness. The program's foundation is the
belief that a positive selfconcept is absolutely
essential to physical and
mental well-being. The
sooner a person learns to
feel good about himself
the better off he will be.
is
This philosophy
reflected in the program's title "Every
Child a Winner."
"Every Child A Winner" is an individualized
learning experience aimed at developing a person's own confidence. A
student is not asked to
perform in a potentially
embarrassing situation.
Fourth grade students at Southwest in Wanda
Left to right: Mr. David Foley, Science Club
Long lines of waiting for
Walker's class are shown in pictures using the
a turn are eliminated
sponsor, Ms. Vicki Weatherford, Beta Club sponschool's new Challenge Trail. The Challenge Trail
and competitive team
sor, Brian R. Smith 7th grade Science Club presiIs a fitness course designed specifically for the
dent and Amy Helm Beta Club president. Amy
games are played at a
development of strength, flexibility and aerobic
minimum. The "Every
and Brian present Mr. Foley and Ms. Weatherfitness. The trail is available to all students durChild A Winner" proford one of the collection cans.
ing recess time and is also used during physical
gram is aimed at the
education classes. The Challenge Trail is an imneed and wanted to to move back to Murray development of the inwhen he is released dividual in the elemenportant component in the "Every Child A Winner"
help.
program.
Calloway County Mid- from the hospital. They tary years in movement
dle School has shown are looking for a house patterns and coordinahow much they care by to rent in or close to tion in an environment
raising money for this Murray for about $150. where the child feels sucfamily, visiting them, Anyone who knows of a cessful and _ confident
and sending cards. The place, please contact Self-confidence and selfschool with the heli of the school and help discipline are developed
the Science Club and the them in their caring for through lifetime sport
skills and other activities
Beta Club raised over Randy.
Special recognition which promote strength
$2300 by placing cans at
the schools and at some goes to Mr. David Foley endurance, flexibility
cardio-valicular
businesses. Personal and Ms. Vicki Weather- and
--needs such as clothing ford for all they have fitness.
Kathy Newton is the
and food were purchas- done. Mr. Foley is one of
education
ed. A food processor and the -Scienre Club spon- physical
Southwest
at
teacher
Ms.
and
Weathersors
blender were purchased
ford works for the Beta Elementary and is very
to puree Randy's food.
enthusiastic about the
Randy's family wants Club.

Students help local family
"CCMS Cares," claim
the students at Calloway
County Middle School.
Angie Miller of the 8th
grade newspaper class
submitted this article to
prove the point:
"Man hath no greater
deed than to give to
those in need." This
year the students at
Calloway County Middle
School were given the
opportunity to meet the
needs of a family when
one of their fellow
students was seriously
injured in a traffic
accident.
Last fall Randy
Bohmfalk, a seventh
grader, was in a trffic
accident that left him in
a coma. Since the accident, he has been in the
hospital except for a few
days during the
holidays. He went home
but had to return to the
hospital.
After the accident,
Randy's family moved
to Paducah to be near
Randy. The expenses
for this family have
been enormous. When
the accident occurred,
they did not have any insurance and the father
was laid off from his
job. The s mother was
working at a nursing
home. Althoue the
hospital bill ha been
over *70.000. the family
tries to pay something
on it when the* can.
They did not ask for help
-- but the students saw a
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TVA will I
see job
changes

OBITUARIES
daughter of the late
Terry Morris and Mary
Sue Gardner Morris.
Survivors include
three daughters, Mrs.
Maybern (Cleo) Key,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Hubert (Lucy)
Deering, Rt. 1, Murray,
and Mrs. Rufus (Nelda)
Hopkins, Harrison,
Ohio; one son, Clerris
Wilson and wife, Hinda,
Rt. 1, Hazel.
Five surviving sisters
are Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke of Murray, Mrs.
Birtie Jenkins, Mrs.
JeWel Key, Mrs. Jessie
Paschall and Mrs.
Larue Orr, all of
Puryear, Tenn. One surviving brother is
Howard Morris, Paris.
Ten grandchildren, 11
great-grandchildren
and four great-greatgrandchildren also
survive.

Final rites for Mrs.
Mary Ruth Wilson were
today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. John Dale
officiated.
Pallbearers were
Jimmy Allbritten,
Jackie Wilson, Bobby
Wilson, Max Wilson,
Charles Wilson and Bil-

Tom Lige Mohon

Haydon
leaves
hospital

Services for Tom Lige the son of the late BenMohon were Monday at jamin Franklin Mohon
3 p.m. in LeDon Chapel, and Ada Wilson
Ridgeway Morticians, Brockwell Mohon.
He was married in
Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Warren Sykes 1937 to the former
Velma Smith who died
officiated. - -- Pallbearers were in 1975. Mr. Mohon
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Artificial heart Buster Paschall, Bill operated a service stapatient Murray Haydon Smith, Carl Barrett, tion at Puryear until
recently left the hospital Jerry Kennedy, Rex 1975 and was a former
grounds for the first Owens and Bobby employee of Salant 8z
Salant, Paris.
time since his February Catimer.
Mr. Mohon is survived
Burial was in Puryear
1985 implant to spend
by one daughter, Mrs.
two hours with his wife City Cemetery.
Mr. Mohon, 82, of Bill (Darlean) Olds,
in a nearby apartment,
Puryear, Tenn., died Dresden, Tenn.; one
a spokeswoman said.
Shellie
Haydon, 59, received Friday afternoon at sister, Mrs.
Latimer, Hazel; one
his Jarvik-7 pump on Henry County Medical
brother, W.A. Mohon,
Feb. 17. The retired auto Center, Paris.
Born June 26, 1903, in Paris, Tenn.; one
worker and barber is
grandson.
addicted to a respirator Henry County, he was
to
confined
been
has
and
the coronary care unit
at Humana Hospital
Audubon for all but two
weeks of his recovery.
The funeral for Burger, Hardin, and
On Friday, though, he Charles Burger is today Mrs. Joamber Parker,
began using a portable at 1 p.m. in the chaperof Benton; three sons,
respirator that allows Collier Funeral Home, Charles Burger Jr.,
him to move about more Benton. Paul Hoover is Valparaiso, Ind.,
Ronald Burger, Chalis,
freely. He took a officiating.
Wash., and Ty_ Buniter,
in
follow
quarter-mile van ride to
will
Burial
visit his wife, Juanita, Marshall County Benton.
said Donna Hazle, Memory Gardens.
Also surviving are two
Audubon's director of
Mi. -Burger, 60, of
Benton died Saturday at sisters, Mrs. Joye
public relations.
Haydon, she said 9 p.m. at Western Bap- Swisher, Chesterton,
Monday, is suffering Ust Hospital, Paducah. Ind., and Mrs. Betty
Kirk,_, South Haven,
again from a chest in- He was a truck drive.
He is survived by his Ind.; one brother,
fection that has
pestered him intermit- wife, Mrs. Judy Burger; Lester Burger Jr.,
tently during the past 11 three daughters, Mrs. Wheatfield, Ind.; nine
Bonnie Hoppengarner, grandchildren; one
months.
New York, Miss Lisa great-grandchild.
Schroeder,
William
53, and the world's
longest-lived artificial
heart patient, continues
to work with therapists
as he recovers from his
The funeral for Gary morning. He attended
third stroke since Dewayne Colson is to- Calloway County High
receiving the
day at 1 p.m. in the School and was born Jumechanical pump on chapel of Blalock - ly 29, 1966.
Nov. 25, 1984.
Coleman Funeral
Survivors are his
Home. John Dale is officiating and Jerry Bolls father, Gary Frank Colis directing the song son, Paris, Tenn.; his
mother, Mr. Sharon
service.
Pallbearers are Tom- Marie Scott, Murray;
my Hendon, Roger Hen- two sisters, Mrs. Terry
don, Mike Burnett, Lee (Dena) Stubblefield and
WASHINGTON (AP) York, Cliff Pittman and Miss Tammy Colson,
Murray; grandparents,
— House Majority Van Pittman.
Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert
Burial
will
follow
in
Wright
Leader Jim
Pittman, New Concord,
broke his wrist as he Hicks Cemetery.
Mr. Colson, 19, of New and Willie Franklin Cqltried to break a fall
died Saturday son, Almo.
Concord
from a makeshift
podium in a room near
the House chamber, an
aide says. '
Charmayne Marsh,
Wright's press aide,
A.P.R. 48 MOS. GMAC
said the congressman
APPROVED FINANCING
was taken Monday
evening to Walter Reed
Army Hospital, where
doctors set the wrist.
She said Wright will be
wearing the cast for the
next four to six weeks.

Stolen items

recovered

Gary Dewayne Colson

Jim Wright
breaks wrist
in chamber

7.9%*

NEW GMC
C15 2-Wheel Drive
K15 4-Wheel Drive
'2 Ton Pickups

p%

p

to 24 bolo,' tho air oond.
435 4 tira
435 34o,1
Wo Now Haul P.t

ly Strader.
Buria,Ixas in Murray
City Cerrigkery.
Mrs. Wilson, 83, of
1616 Magnolia Dr., Murray, died Saturday at
6:10 p.m. at West View
Nursing Home.
She is survived by her
husband, Harmon
Wilson; one son, Dr.
A.G. Wilson and wife,
Joan, Flagstaff, Ariz.;
two grandsons, Johnny
Wilson, Murray, and
Andy Wilson, Trinity,
Texas; one greatgrandson, Samuel
Thomas Wilson.

PARKERSBURG,
W.Va. (AP) — About
$50,000 in stolen property, including a cache of
guns, was recovered
over the weekend from
homes in Parkersburg
and Vienna after Ohio
Investigators broke up a
multi-state burglary
operation, authorities
say.
The stolen property is
about half of what
authorities allege was
sold in the area by John
Hupp, 33, of
Wintersville, Ohio, and
James Jones, 65, of
Bloomingdale, Ohio.
The two men were arrested earlier this
month and charged with
aggravated robbery,
authorities in Jefferson
County, Ohio, said. The
burglary operation is
believed to have
operated mostly in
secluded, rural areas of
West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Kentucky and
Ohio.

U.S. 641 South Murray, KY
753-1372 or 1-800-626-5484

65 -1
/
4
31% +1
/
4

Now saving
money on stock
commissions is
convenient as
well as smart.

150% +
56% +1%
55 +1
/
4
36% + 1/8

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()
Krnart
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

48

57/
1
2
411,4
WA
39
28%
61%
311,4
32
16

+

+1
/
2
-1/6
-1
/
4
+ 3/8
unc
-1/2
.1/4
+%
uric
7.41

300 MAPLE STREET
753-3366

WOODMAN BUILDING
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Using a discount broker to save money
on stock commissions is now more
convenient than ever for customers of
our bank.
Now we can help you save substantially'
on commission rates. You can have
payments and credits from the purchase
or sale of stock directly debited and
credited to your bank account.
If you make your own investment decisions
and use discount brokerage, let us
introduceyou to Discount Brokerage.
Just call for complete information and a
free brochure.
.''. ukest_to a $35',lineman. pet tramacuon

Available At

PEOPLES,1/BANK
MRRAY
U

North Branch
North 12th & Chestnut

KY

753-3231
Member F

IC.

FDiC 8040 3y 9.85> (STATEI

CONSOUDATED REPORT OF CONDITION (Including Domestic and Foreign Subsidiaries)
(Dollar Amounts in Thousands)
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

STATE BANK NO

669
PEOPLES BANK OF

MURRAY,KENTUCKY

FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO

8
CITY
MURRAY

COUNTY
CALLOWAY

STATE

ZIP CODE

CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
DECEMBER 31
1985

42071

KENTUCKY

Dollar Amounts in Thousands

Bil

Mil

Thou

ASSETS
1. Cash and balances due from depository institutions
a. Noninterest -bearing balanCes and currency and coin

b. Interest -bearing balances
--

579

.

NE

970

2. Securities
- 3. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell in domestic offices of the bank
and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IBFs

4 500

4'47

Loans and lease financing receivables
_a. Loans and leases, net of unearned income

829

b. LESS: Allowance for loan and lease losses

No

c. LESS Allocated transfer risk reserve

•

4a
7

474 4b

%

4c

.A

d Loans and leases, net of unearned income,
allowance, and reserve (item 4 a minus 4 b and 4 c)

4d

5. Assets held in trading accounts

5

6 Premises and fixed assets (including capitalized leases)
7 Other real estate owned

6

8. Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies

8

7

9. Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding

9

10. Intangible assets

10

11. Other assets

11

12 Total assets (sum of items 1 through 11)

12

LIABILITIES
•

13. Deposits.

10
10(UV x,' ,4
IIM8 8

a In domestic offices
(1) Noninteresting- bearing
(2) Interest - bearing

13 a

4 13.a.(1)
13.a (2)

b In foreign offices, Edge and Agreement subsidiaries. and IBFs

1.3.b

(1) Noninterest - bearing

=MEV

13b(1)

(2) Interest -bearing

13.b.(2)

14 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreement to repurchase in domestic offices of the
bank and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IBFs

4NEMEC=

15 Demand notes issued to the U S Treasury

IMRE=

16 Other borrowed money
17 Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under capitalized leases

6
7

18 Bank's liability on acceptances executed and outstanding

8

N.NE

19 Notes and debentures subordinated to deposits

64
1 116
108 614
N.

20 Other liabilities
21 Total liabilities (sum of items 13 through 20)
22 Limited -life preferred stock

19
20
21
22

EQUITY CAPITAL

3,000
16, 000

23 Perpetual preferred stock (No of shares outstanding
24 Common stock (No of shares a Authorized

23

13.000

b Outstanding

TRUCKS•TRAILERS•BUSES, INC,

+ 9.17
692/4 +
22% unc
22% -1/6
29% -1
/
4
45 +6/6
14 unc
217
/
8 + 1/2
51% + 1/s
61% +1/
1
4
66% +%
72% +1%
.%

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barrell
,Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

PUBLICATION COPY

Charles Burger

IN,ca fl,,.,fl,jy4. St

J.J.B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
Stock Market

Mrs. Mary Ruth Wilson

Mrs. Ovie M. Wilson

Services for Mrs. Ovie
Mae Wilson will be
CHATTANOOGA, Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
Tenn. (AP) — The Ten- the chapel of Miller
nessee Valley Funeral Home, Hazel.
The Rev. Warren
Authority's new nuclear
boss said the troubled Sykes and the Rev.
state of TVA's atomic Malcolm Norton will ofpower operation will ficiate. Music will be by
mean job changes for the Choir of North Fork
Baptist Church where
some employees.
But there 'Ain't be a she was a member.
Burial will follow in
wholesale dismissal of
nuclear managers, Lassiter Cemetery.
Friends may call at
retired Navy Adm.
Steven A. White told the funeral home after 4
reporters Monday after p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Wilson, 92, of
meeting with TVA
employees in Knoxville Paris Manor Nursing
Home, Paris, Tenn.,
and Chattanooga.
"I started out saying I died there Monday at
wasn't here to fire a 7:45 a.m.
She married Riley H.
bunch of people. I
haven't changed my Wilson in 1909 and he
mind on that," White died in 1926. One
said. "Obviously there daughter and five sons
may be some (firings) also prececed her in
but that isn't the intent. death. Born July 10,
The intent is to get the 1893, she was the
right people in the right
job."

K & K STUMP REMOVAL
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7 boo
4 052
./

25 Surplus
28 Undivided profits and capital reserves .
27 Cumulative foreign currency translation adjustments
28 Total equity capital (sum of items 23 through 27)

24
25
26--

d•••••,

11 677 28
--1Z 291 29

29 Total liabilities, limited- life preferred stock, and equity capital (sum of items 21 22 and 28)
MEMORANDA Amounts outstanding as of Report Date

MEMO

1 a Standby letters of credit. Total
366 la
1 b Amount of Standby letters of credit in memo 1 a conveyed to others through parlicipations
NoNE
1 b
NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized officens) and attested by not less than three directors other than the officeris signing the report

........
1
111111
4464.CZ:::::,4
44P/lo

I/We. the undersigned officerls) do hereby declare that this Report of Condition has been prepared in conformance with official instruc
tions and is true to the best of my knowledge and belief

s•:•:•••xf• '•'••'

SIGNATURE OF OFFICER(S) AUTH

• Made with Potymer Fiber leaving your
skin dry
• Unique channel-type pant for a snug,
secure fil
• Reduce skin irritation and odor
with Rolyfresh"

Lam H UAW
MEDICAL
carog at Our butuness

DATE SIGNED
JANUARY 22,

./0-41win-•-"1"Cf--"-NAME AXTITL OF OFFICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT
MAX
•••••••1-

H. BRANDON. VICE

(502) 753-3231

We the undersigned directors attest the correctness of this Report of Condition and declare that it has been examined by us and 10 the
best o our knowledge and belief has been p epar d in conform nce v ith official instructio s and is true and correct
ATURUF

.State
(MAKE MARK FOR
A. ;

1986

AREA CODE PHONE NO

PRESIDENT 1 CASHIER

SI94.tLRE OF D1REC

FOR NIOPES9011211 CARE SEE THE PROFESSIONALS WHO (ARC
1914 Broodr.roy
Axtucatt Kortudy 49001
(301?) 442-6311
SOS Chwarew
1111‘way Nartuday 42071
(Sm) 7S1146S

IZED TO SIGN REPORT
•

NOTARY'S SEAL)

.....

.7E

AlftE OF DIRECTOR

UCKy

Sworn to and subscribed before me this

o_yvA

C
2N

day

JA NU
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and I hereby certify that I am not an officer or director of this ban
MAR CH 28, 19 89
My commission expires
Signat

ary P
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a

S.

or.

•
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Racers extend home winning streak against Morehead, 65-60
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Visiting Morehead
State didn't play like an
oh-and-five Ohio Valley
Conference team, but
fortunately for Murray
State they left town as
an oh-and-six one.
The Eagles, touting
6-foot-9, 255-pound
center Bob McCann,
played host Murray as
close as possible until
the final minutes of the
game Monday night.
Then, when the fat
lady was warming up to
sing, a handful of Murray Racers decided to
change the tune.
In the last 5:47 of the
game, Chuck Glass
scored three of his 15
points and guard Zedric
Macklin scored five of
his 10 and both Derrick
Flowers and Jeff Martin
added single 15-footers
to deny the Eagles their
first conference victory.

•

Morehead came in
here scratching and
fighting — they aren't a
bad team at all," said
Glass, who tied with
teammate Martin, for
high scoring honors.
Glass also had five
assists, three steals and
a blocked shot to his
credit.
The senior from
Elkton, Ky., said the
Eagles were tough
althoup they tended to
be a \one-man team

revolving around
McCann.
"Big Bob McCann is
trying to do a lot of stuff
himself," Glass said.
"He's a great player,
but we had our centers
come up behind him and
then we'd collapse on
him every time he got
the ball. With three guys
on you, it's kind of hard
to do anything."
McCann scored only
14 points under the watchful eyes of Curtis
Davis and Flowers, who
alternated at center for
the Racers. However,
McCann and runningmate Bo Ri.vers
snagged 11 rebounds
apiece to give Morehead
a 38 - 32 board
advantage.
"I thought he handled
us pretty good for 30
minutes or so," said
Murray coach Steve
Newton when asked to
assess his team's success against McCann.
"He caused us some
real problems inside
because of his size."
Newton pointed to McCann's aggressiveness
underneath as an example of the trend of
basketball today.
"Basketball is---now---agameof brute strength
and size. That's what
concerns us," Newton
said. "It's not a game of
finesse anymore."
Despite the Racers'

inability to control the come to Murray and
paint against McCann's keep them from
bulldozer tactics, shooting free throws.
Morehead coach Wayne Our second objective
Martin said his star was to shoot well at the
center hasn't been play- line and our first was to
ing up to par most of this keep Murray away from
there. We didn't do a
season.
"He isn't in as good a very good job keeping
shape as we'd like. You them away (Murray hit
can tell he's not in good 11 of 20), but we did
shape. It's obvious. He have our opportunities.
can't move three times We only hit eight of 16,
in a row without taking but most of the shots we
a rest. He's working on missed were the front
losing some weight but ends of bonuses," Marit's hard. We'd like him tin explained. "We were
to lose some more, but there, but we didn't take
he does like to eat," advantage of it."
Saturday the Racers
Martin said.
(12-7, 4-2) try to mainAs close as the game tain their home winning
was, the biggest lead for streak which stands at
either team was six four straight in conpoints by Murray twice. ference play, 11 overall
With 1:00 to play, Mur- dating back to the last
ray was up by only two, regular season game of
62-60. Martin said the last season: Austin Peay
key to Murray's victory visits Murray for a 7:30
was his team's p.m. contest Saturday
and then the Racers hit
inexperience.
Seven of the 12 travel- the road Feb.8 for a
ing Eagles are rematch at Morehead.
MOREHEAD ST. (60) — Feldhaua
freshmen, which Martin
Thornberry 1.1 0-0 2. Turner
says makes a difference 0-00-00,
5-8 1.1 11, Clements 24 2-4 6, McCann
in tight ballgames.
6-12 2-6 14, Griffin 8-7 1-1 7, Rivers
"Other than our 543 14 11, Simpson 0-5 0-0 0, Hale
4-12 1-1 9. Totals 26-44 8.16 60
shooting (40.6 percent
MURRAY ST.(65) — Sanders 0-0 0-0
Ford 2-5 0-0 4, Klmbrough 1-1 1.23,
0,
for the game) and MurMartin 6-12 94 la, Macklin 3-8 44 10,
ray's rebounding, I'd Mann 11-11 04S.DIMS 2-2 0-0 4, Gleam
say the difference in the 6-13 3-4 15, F181411111113 540.2 I. Wright
0-0 0-0 0. Textile X14111u4ss.
game was making the
Halftime — Murray St. 2S.
right play at the right Morehead St. 27, Fouled out — None.
— Morehead St. 66 (McRebound.
time and that comes Cann, Rtvers
11). Murray St.
from experience and (Marttn 9). Andes — Morehead St. 9
(Griffin 8), Murray St. 18 (Glass 5).
playing together.
Total fouls — Mprehead St. 15, Mur"As a rule, everybody ray St. 16. Technical — Macklin A —
3.700.
in this league wants to

POST MARKED — Murray State's Cbuck Glass (34) receives a forearm slam from Morehead State
center Bob McCann (left) during a rebound in Monday's Ohio Valley Conference clash in Racer Arena.
Glass and company kept the Eagles winless in six OVC outings while helping the Racers to a 4-2 conference mark.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Tarkenton, Hornung among inductees to Pro Football Hall of Fame
CANTON, Ohio (AP)
— Fran Tarkenton and
Paul Hornung, two National Football League
greats edged out of the
running in last year's
were among
t
ballotini
er players
five f
y to the Pro
named
Football Hall of Fame.

Others making the
1986 list of inductees
were defensive back
Ken Hou St6n,
linebacker Willie Lanier
and running back Doak
Walker.
Len Dawson, the Most
Valuable Player in
Super Bowl IV while

Murray Store & Lock
641 North
Anything That Needs Storing
753-1492

Managed
21
By Century
Loretta Jobs
Realtors

quarterbacking the
Kansas City Chiefs, and
Don Maynard, a star
receiver for the New
York Jets, failed to
make the final cut after
being among the seven
finalists.
The selection committee is made up of one
media representative
from each National
Football League city
plus a 29th member
from the Pro Football
Writers Association.
Ground rules call for
the election of four to
seven new members to
the hall each year. To be
elected, a player must
receive support from

POSTAL
JOBS
RURAL CARRIER

Special announcement for all candidates planning to sign up for the Rural
Carrier Examination at the Murray, Benton, Calvert City, Hardin, Hazel, Dexter,
Gilbertsville, Kirksey, Almo and New Concord Post Offices. APPLICATIONS
ARE BEING ACCEPTED FEBRUARY 10TH THROUGH FEBRUARY 14TH ONLY!
(Since it won't be offered again for at least 3 years, don't miss 1309

approximately 82 percent of those voting.
Hornung, a running
back and kicker,
became the 1 0 th
member of the 1961
Green Bay Packers to
be inducted into the hall.
The others were Herb
Adderley, Willie Davis,
Forrest Gregg, Ray
Nitschke, Jim Ringo,
Bart Starr, Jim Taylor,
and their coach, Vince
Lombardi.

Tarkenton, who
Hornung, a Heisman
Trophy winner at Notre played 246 games for the
Dame, was a two-time Vikings and New'York
NFL MVP. He led the Giants, led the Vikings
NFL in scoring for three to three Super Bowls in
consecutive seasons the '70s but never
from 1959-61, setting a managed to win.
record in 1960 with 176
points.
Over his 18-season
Tarkenton, a quarter- career, he amassed
back, became the first NFL career-record
player who spent con- passing totals of 6,467
siderable time with the attempts and 3,686 comMinnesota Vikings to pletions for 47,003 yards
gain entry into the hall. and 342 touchdowns.

Forward Janice
Towles scored 18 points
and teammate Sheila
Bradford hauled down
19 rebounds as visiting
Morehead State left
Murray with a 74-61
Ohio Valley Conference
win over host Murray
State Monday night.
Towles and her teammates shot 62.5 percent
from the field and outrebounded Murray 45-36
to take command of the
game.
At the half the Lady
Racers trailed 40-25 as
Towles scored 14 firsthalf points and the Lady
Eagles had 16 assists

before intermission.
Towles and Bradford
had TO rebounds apiece
to account for all 20 of
the Lady Eagles' firsthalf boards.
Sheila Smith, who
scored 31 points Saturday night in a victory
over Eastern Kentucky,
was held to 10 Monday
and fouled out with 2:41
to play. Geralyn Feth
led the Murray squad
with 15 points and 13 rebounds but she too fouled out in the last halfminute of play.
Although the Lady
Racers out-scored
Morehead, 36-34, after

r
k
414
,

CHOOSE 1 OF 2 WORKSHOPS

For Instant WORKSHOP RESERVATIONS
Call Today — TOLL FREE 1-800-233-2545, Ext. 9115-A
Here's what others say about our workshops:
"I scored 100% I was
called by the Post Office in
March and am presently a
trainee Thank you I give
your method 4 stars "
J L . Cleveland, OH

(...oprpro

,

,9114

honogr.O.

P185/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

$42.70
$45.50
$49.50
$53.80
$54.70
$57.55
$59.40
$63.10

Tiempo
Radial

P155/80R13
Whitewall
No trade needed

"I was skeptical at first, but your
system was concise and easy to
learn As you can see from my
score(100%). it ati paid off' On
the same day I received my
score. I also received an
invitation for an interview'
Thanks for the help
R H, Chattanooga. TN

erialswi
maiwkw
CAN'T ATTEND? For the Postal Exam workshop on cassette tapes. workbOOks. and all workshopmentioned
above - with same full money-back guarantee — send $AO (plus $3 00 for shipping and handling) Send Orders to The
Achievement Center 689 Union Street, Dept 9115-A. Manchester. NH 03104 Charge Card orders will be shipped within
48 hours by phoning toll-free 1-800-233-2545. Exl 9115-A (Add $4 for UPS 2-day blue label" service or $8 boo Federal
Express guaranteed 12 day delivery)
410 Mt us NOP
•••••••. Dire, w .1 •c•-sess sodas* conionike Oultalse a •Ninenvii

SALE PRICE
No trade

Save On Steel 90 DAYS
Belted Radials shATHAIS

THURS., January 30th — 1 pm-4:30 pm; 6 pm-9:30 pm
HOLIDAY INN — MURRAY
Hwy. 641 South

1"I am quite pleased with a
perfect 100% score. Thanks
for making your Workshop
available in my area Your
fee was the best investment
c years
in se ral
I've made ‘
unty
toward my future
G B , Richmo , IN —

Size

WhItettiall
;

Come to the workshop It you don't feel. at the end of the course, that it will help you achieve a score
of 95% or better, don't pay for the workshop, Furthermore, if your score is lees than 95% on the official
exam after using our techniques, we will immediately refund your tuition In full!
WANT TO RELOCATE? 1ris are publishers ol The Postal Alert, the 1y-weekly newsletter giving you postal exam dates
nationwide Only' The Achievement Center provides this service Learn how you can relocate to any area of the country you like
'
* You are invited to bring your tape recorder to record the workshop for personal exam review
* You may attend as many extra sessions of the workshop as you kke or a space available basis) without additional
tuition charge
WORKSHOP TUITION — $40(Includes guaranteed Th-hour Workshop a Sample Exam with Answers Workshop Workbook.
"12 Important Steps for Getting Hired into the US Postal Service- Booklet Foliow-Up Consultation Pnvileges.
AChievernent Award to High Scorers and Pracbce Kit containing Six Additional Practice Exams with Answers and Simulated
Exam on cassette tape) Please bang two sharpened No 2 pencils with you to the Workshop
Seating is haloed pre-registration by phone is advised Otherwise you may register by arnving thirty minutes early Tuition
is payable at the door by cash check, money order MasterCard VISA or American Express

_

Over the wegkend,
both Tarkenton and
Hornung survived the
cut to seven finalists as
balloting was tabulated

on the eve of Super Bowl
• •'
XX.
Walker, who played
six seasons with the
Detroit Lions in the
1950s, made the initial
list of candidates as a
nominee of the OldTimers Committee,
which studied players
with qualifications
dating back primarily
before 1961. He had 1,520
yards rushing and 2,539
yards receiving.

Towles, Bradford thwart MSU women, 74-61

3V2-HOUR WORKSHOP
Score 95-100% or Your Tuition is Refunded!
NOW is the time to prepare The pressure Is on to score as high as possible to get the job Career Postal Workers
will now earn a starting salary of $18,532 plus benefits — with an accelerated step increase plan, men and women,
regardless of age are eligible The lire step toward a postal service career is getting your name onto the "Register
ii Efillblbs... which IT 144arbldished by patsies title Exam. To be one of the first hired. you need to get one of the
higher tamest And to be hired at all Mein the aext three years, you will need to score at least 954

Because Tarkenton
and Hornung were
among the last seven to
be considered before the
five-man 1985 class was
named, they were
automatically included
in the final 15 for 1986
consideration.

• Steel belted
radial construction
delivers strength
• Flexible sidewall
deliver a smooth,
comfortable rtart
tread wear, and
fuel efficiency
Tread designed
to dissipate heat
for tire durability

RUDOLPH
GOODYEA
641 S. Murray
753-0595

halftime, they shot only
28.2 percent from the
floor (11 of 39).
In the first half
Towles led a 12-2 scoring
spree for the Lady
Eagles, scoring 10
points in a six-minute
span. Morehead shot
ahead, 34-20, before in-

termission and the
closest Murray could
come after that was 10,
the last time with :57 to
play.
Morehead improved
to 9-8 and Murray dropped to 9-10. Both teams
are 2-4 in OVC play.
Murray's next game

is at home against
Austin Peay on
Saturday.
MOREHEAD STATE (74) — Towli
IS. Bradford 8. Ireton 15. Stamper
12, Renfro 7. Haddox 12, Beaver 2
Totals — 27-55 20-32 74 Rebounds —
45 Bradford 181
MURRAY STATE 1611 — Sheila
Smith 10, Arnette 6, Felt; 15. Shavena
Smith 11. Little 8. Poe 10, Jones 1
Totals — 22-64 17-22 61 Rebound.; —
36 IFeth 13

North Marshall knocks off
host Murray Middle School

,

North Marshall cash- both possessions ended ended up losing 41-26 to
ed in on a pair of free in turnovers before a visiting North Marshall.
Ann Greenfield, Murthrows with 42 seconds shot could be taken.
"Their pressure kept ray's leading scorer this
to play and held off a
Murray Middle School us out of our offense the season, was limited to
rally to win, 34-33, in whole night," Murray only six points while
boys basketball action coach Rick Fisher said. Danielle Alexander led
"We still managed to the Lady Tigers with
Monday.
12
grabbed
stay right with them, eight points and seven
Jody Ward
rebounds and Willis though, until the very rebounds. Melissa
Bogard had eight reCheaney scored 10 end."
The Murray girls fell bounds for Murray, now
points as the Murray
victim to the second- 5-4.
boys dropped to 3-6.
The Murray girls
Murray had two op- half blues as they
were
plagued by 29 turfinal
points
six
only
the
managed
portunities in
42 seconds to score, but after intermission and novers which, coincidentally, matched the
number of rebounds
they claimed.

No Money Down

$ 3058

por month*

1986 Chevre let 5-10
Sunshine stripe package, 2.5 liter 4 cyl.
engine, 4 speed transmission, 1000 lb.
payload pkg. Steel belted radial tires.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Murray, Ky.
•Bond oni, 60 mon* closed ••d Wow
on rnonthiy perm•or

502-753-2617

Murray frosh
downed by
So. Marshall.
BENTON-;---Hy. —
South Marshall scored
with three seconds left
in the game to deny
visiting Murray Higb's
freshman basketball
team, 35-33, Monday
night.
James Payne led the
2-6 Murray frosh with 17
points. Mike Fulton added six. Craig Schwettrnan was praised fortisdefensive effort by TAHS
coach Tony Franklin.
Schwettman made four
steals and unflinchingly
took three charges during the ganw

- I
-

•
a.--••*-er•_-ameacc-,•rarvarzegye•s•cso. eassr••-vairmvarzea--a-rasc•=••••••p•mmemanmeer••
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Berry says problem must be stopped

of the problem.
specifically cocaine use,
and possible consequences, Patriots
players huddled for
nearly two hours at a
meeting earlier Monday
and voted to become the
first NFL team to accept voluntary drug
testing, the Globe
reported.
Of 59 players on the
roster, seven voted
against the plan and
several abstained, but
the majority approved
it, the newspaper said.
"We have a situation
that exists here that we

feel is intolerable. It has
been going on for a year,
and I had to weigh the
damages of doing
something about it immediately by going
public," Berry said.
"It's time to do
something about this
problem, and it cannot
be done in secret,"
Berry said.
Among the seven opposed to the plan were
player representative
Brian Holloway and his
assistant, Ron Wooten,
both of whom opposed
the testing on collective
bargaining grounds.

Pox or not, Sutton wants LSU to have to play

1.

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Basketball
teams have to take the
good with the bad during a season, and that
Includes chicken pox.
stricken Louisiana
State, says Kentucky
coach Eddie Sutton.
There had been some
speculation that Kentucky's game Wednesday against Louisiana
State at Baton Rouge
woilld be postponed
because the LSU squad
has been decimated by
the chicken pox. Louisiana State's game with
Auburn last Saturday
was postponed.
But the game is now
on.

Sickness and injury
are "part of the deal.
You have to go out and
play the game," Sutton
said Monday at his
weekly news luncheon.
"I'm glad we're playing the game Wednesday night," he added. "I
thought a terrible precedent was set when they
(SEC) postponed LSU's
game against Auburn."
Forwards John
Williams and Bernard
Woodside will probably
be hospitalized the remainder of the week
because of the illness.
Of the remaining 10
players, six have,immunity to chicken pox
and four are immune
because they had it as
children.

"Regardless of who plays,
they're still one of the top
teams in the SEC."
— UK coach Eddie Sutton
Williams' and Woodside's status for the rest
of the season is not
known.
Sutton hinted that
LSU's overall condition may not be as serious as
some have portrayed it.
"We're (coaches)
always playing mind
games," he said, smiling, "and I'm not sure
we're not playing mind
games now. Regardless
of who plays, they're

still one of the top teams
in the SEC."
Sutton said he believed LSU coach Dale
Brown "has been
honest. I'm sure he
doesn't know (status of
players). I'm sure he's
waiting to get word
from his medical staff."
- _
K en tu ck y guard
James Blackmon missed practice Monday
because of a bout with

the flu. Sutton said that Wildcats know they're
forward Richard "good when we play
Madison would start well. And they know
Wednesday if Blackmon we're not that much bethasn't sufficiently ter than others when we
don't play that well."
recovered.
• • •
The Wildcats, 16-2
Kentucky's 16-2 start
overall, lead the SEC
with a 7-1 record. But has matched the record
Sutton said the real tests of the 1983-84 Wildcats
remain in the coming that reached the Final
Four in Seattle.
weeks for his team.
"We still have to go to
• • •
the most difficult places
said Kentucky
Sutton
play,"
to
in' the league
has already done its
he said. "We could lose
all five games (on the "favor- of the year
when it rescheduled the
road."
Auburn game from a
In addition to LSU, Thursday to a Monday
Kentucky has away because the Auburn
games at Mississippi, football team was playAlabama. Georgia and ing in a bowl game.
Auburn then defeated
Tennessee.
Sutton said his the Wildcats 60-56.

Memphis State 83, Virginia Tech 61

Memphis flexes 20-0 muscle in Metro Conference clash
them," said Memphis national rankings, had
The Associated Press
ms getting
In a much-heralded State Coach Dana Kirk proble
started against the Nobattle of Top Twenty after Monday night's
Hokies, falling behind
powers, Memphis 83-61 rout of the Hokies 16
But it was a dif-8-0.
State's basketball team In a big Metro Constory after that,
ferent
in
"All
game.
ference
Tech
showed Virginia
State rolled
Memphis
as
as
who was boss. In fact, all, I think we played
straight vie-20th
its
to
15-minute
one
in
well
the
pressed
the Tigers
streak (in the second tory this season.
point home.
In other games involvhalf) as we have played
in
guys
our
told
"I
the nation's ranked
ing
practice that they this year."
No. 5 Duke
teams,
just
Tigers,
The
our
handle
couldn't
89-52;
Harvard
crushed
the
in
2
No.
to
press and to keep after boosted

Waller scores
18 off bench
to pace CCMS
Joey Waller came off
the bench to score a
game-High 18 points and
lead the host Calloway
Middle School boys
basketball team to a
51-40 victory over Benton Monday night.
Waller hit three
straight baskets before
the half to give CCMS an
18-12 lead. In the waning
minutes of the game he
also hit six free throws
on one-plus-one trips to
seal the Lakers seventh
victory in eight games.
410

Mike Russio scored 11
points, but more importantly, blocked nine
shots and snatched 16
rebounds for the winners. Andy Rickman added 11 points and 11 rebounds to the win.
In girls action Monday, Calloway improved
to 7-1 when the Lady
Lakers turned back a
determined Benton
squad, 38-36, in the final
seconds
Cynthia Garland, who
had 10 points, hit the goahead basket with about
a minute to play, then
Benton missed two free
throws with :20 left.
Garland grabbed the rebound on the second
miss and Dawn Siedd,
who had 17 rebounds of
her own, was fouled and
hit one of two shots for
the final CCMS margin
at :03.
_ Angie.4111er led both
teams with 14 points for
Calloway.
Benton is the only
team to have beaten
Calloway's girls this
season

I.12 Georgetown trim- for the Tigers while
med Providence 89-54, -center WilliAnTBedIetdand No. 20 Richmond added 12 points and ,11
lost a 62-59 decision to rebounds.
After a cool first half,
Old Dominion....-.---._-_
Baskerville Holmes the Tigers came back
scored 19 points to hot after intermission,
power Memphis State. moving to a 21-point
Holmes, who had two lead, 53-32, with 12:47 to
points in the first half play. Holmes scored 12
before coming alive in points during that
the second, also chipped flurry, which saw the
in with nine rebounds Tigers stage

11111M1_01•ItiliMat11111

ato hoc

Yoursijacount parts supermart

Do it yourself.,..save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
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Basketball Polls
Men's Top 20

At least four Patriot starters involved with drugs
we
BOSTON (AP) — Five "It's just something
have to deal with."
New England Patriots
Reports of drug proplayers who reportedly
blems surfaced in a
have a drug problem
w
and five to seven others copyright intervie
who team officials with Berry in today's
suspect of having a pro- edition of The Boston
blem won't necessarily Globe. None of the
be suspended, says players allegedly involved were identified,
Coach Raymond Berry.
Berry told the
but
nd
understa
"All of us
what the world is about newspaper they include
today," he said after the at least four starters for
National Football the American Football
League team arrived at Conference champions,
Logan International who lost 46-10 to the
Airport Monday night Chicago Bears in the
from New Orleans, Super Bowl.
After hearing from
where they lost in the
Super Bowl on Sunday. Berry about the extent
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unanswered runs of
eight and 10 points.
Virginia Tech Coach
Charles Moir said his
Hokies were just outpressed.
"The second half, we
turned it over against
the press. We had too
many turnovers, 22, and
that is normal to lose a
game with that," Moir
said.

By Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in the Associated
Press' college basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, total points based on
20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-11- 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1,
record through Jan. 27 and last week's ranking:
Record Pts Pvs
1
1260
21-0
1.North Carolina (63)
3
1171
20-0
2.Memphis State
4
1081
16-2
3.Georgia Tech
7
1068
19-2
4.Kansas
1019 2
18-2
5.Duke
900 5
18-16.0klahoma
885 8
19-2
7.St. John's
747 11
16-2
ky
8.Kentuc
740 6
17-2
9.Michigan
721 10
19-2
Vegas
-Las
10.Nev
708 9
15-2
11.Syracuse
587 12
16-3
12.Georgetown
458 17
20-1
13.Bradley
331 16
12-3
14.Notre Dame
249
13-4
15.1ndiana
227 20
16-4
16.Virginia Tech
224 14
16-3
17.Louisiana State
222 13
11-6
18.Louisville
209 19
17-3
19.Texas-E1 Paso
116
16-2
20.Richmond
Alabama
67,
Purdue
votes:
receiving
Others
Birmingham 58, Western Kentucky 48,
Alabama 35, Navy 15, Michigan State 14,
Auburn 13, Pepperdine 10, North Carolina State
9, Marquette 8, Minnesota 7, Old Dominion 5,
St. Joseph's 5, West Virginia 5, Lamar 4,
Georgia 2, Northeastern 2, Washington 2,
Xavier, Ohio 2, Maryland 1, Mian, Ohio 1,
Siena 1, Tulsa 1, Villanova 1.

Women's Top 20
By The Associated Press
The nation's top 20 women's collegiate
basketball teams as compiled by Mel
Greenberg of The Philadelphia Inquirer on the
votes of 62 women's coaches. First-place votes
in parentheses, season's records through Jan.
26, points and last week's ranking. Voting based
on 20-19-18-17-16 15 -14 -13 -12 -11 :
17-0 1240 1
1. Texas (62)
17-1 1175 2
2. Georgia
18-0 1077 4
3. Virginia
17-2 1019 5
4. Southern Calif.
15-2 1010 3
5. Louisiana Tech
956 6
18-1
6. Western Kentucky
14-2 868 7
7. Long Beach St,
17-2 796 10
8. Auburn
9
711
16-4
9. Mississippi
16-2 637 12
10. Rutgers
593 11
15-4
11. Tennessee
15-3 553 8
12. Louisiana St.
13-4 525 13
13. Ohio State
15-2 469 14
14. Oklahoma
14-4 325 16
15. Penn State
13-5 288 15
16. North Carolina
253 17
12-4
17. Iowa
220 18
15-3
Duke
18.
52 —
17-0
19. St. Peter's
34 —
15-2
20. James Madison
Other teams receiving votes and their points:
North Carolina State 31, Texas Tech 22,
Washington 20, Vanderbilt 19, Montana 18, St.
Joseph's 17, Northeast Louisiana 16, Southern
Illinois 12, Kentucky 11, Drake 7, Maine 7,
Oregon 6, Providence 6, Arkansas 5, Ohio U. 5,
Idaho 3, Kansas 3, Old Dominion 3, Houston 2,
Tennessee Tech 2, Arizona 1, Northwest Louisiana 1.

DENNISON-HUNT
All
Warmups

All
Running Suits

College Basketball Results
C011•ri Basketball Scores
Monday's Gaines
EAST
Bucknell 82. Gettysburg 49
Duquesne 74. Rutgers 50
Fordham 63. Army 56
Georgetown 89, Providence 54
Marshall 82, W Carolina 74
Massachusetts 82, Holy Cross 76
Princeton 75, Franklin & Mar,
shall 50
St Joseph's, Pa 78. West
Virginia 70
Temple 74, George Washington
51
Utica 69 Delaware St 65
VIllanova 68. Penn 64
SOUTH
Alabama St 85, Grambling 72
South
Ala •Birmingham It
Florida 58
Alcorn St 88, Texas Southern 70
Austin Pray 75. E Kentucky 66
Baptist 76, Cent Florida 67
Bethune•Cookman 66. South

Carolina OL 59
Davidson 67, Furman 58
Duke 139. Harvard 52
E Tennessee St 74, Citadel 70
East Carolina 51, James
Madison 48
Florida 75. Miami, Fla 53
George Mason 8 8 ,
N C -Wilmington 77
Georgia SW 72. Tenn Temple 68
Jackson St 83. Miss Valley 62
Jacksonville 64. South Alabama
James Madison 82. East
Carolina 55
Memphis St 83. Virginia Tech 61
Middle Tennessee 88, Akron 78
Murray St 65. Morehead Si 60
N Carolina A&T 59. Winston.
Salem St 55
Old Dominion 62, Richmond 59
Radford 56 Appalachian St 56
Southern U 97, Prair.$ View
A&M 66
Tenn Chattanooga 72, VMI 70
Tennessee Tech 67. Youngstown

St 55
Vs Commonwealth 61. Mar.
quette 56
William & Mary 76. American 63
MIDWEST
Butler 70. Oral Roberts 48
Cleveland St 75, Kent St 55
Detroit 83, Evansville 73
Loyola. III 69. St. Louis 60
N Iowa 69 Wis..Green Bay 61
Valparaiso 66. SW Missouri 62
W Illinois 68. III .Chicago
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 81. Baylor 76. 01'
Nev. Orleans 87, Texas-San An.
tonic. 69
NW Louisiana 71, SW Texas St.
55
Panhandle St 71. Regis Coll 39
SW Louisiana 83, N Texas St 69
FAR WEST
E Washington 88. Montana St 82
IrresnO St 52. Cal.Santi1 Etarbark
50
San Diego St 88 St, yoming 62

All
Tennis
Merchandise

40%
OFF

All
Running
Shorts
& Tops

a

National Basketball Association
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct
see
s
33
Boston
659
15
29
Philadelphia
565
26 20
New Jersey
523
23 21
Washington
341
29
15
New York
Conti* Division
674
31 15
Milwaukee
571
24 IR
Atlanta
23
489
22
Detroit
409
18 26
Cleveland
356
16 29
Chicago
279
31
12
Indiana
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
682
30 14
Houston
578
28 19
Denver
522
24 22
San Antonio
500
21 21
Dallas
468
22 25
Utah
28
17
378
Sacramento
Pacific Division
762
52 10
L A Laker,
585
2858
Portland
ARS
29
18
L A Clippers
SS 291. .584
757
15 27
Phoenix
292
14 34
Golden State

iouth 12th Street

08
5i5
94
114
194
5
s‘,
12
14 11,
17is.

44
7
8
911
134
7
16.5
17
17
21

Monday s Games
Dallas 124. Chicago 116
117
Antonio
San
Detroit 118.
Denver 124, Cleveland 103
Milwaukee 177, Utah 103
L A Clippers 103. New Jersey 96

50 Styles of Men's, Women's &
Children's Athletic Shoes

20% OFF

Transactions
Monday's Sports Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
Amman Lisasus
TEXAS RANGERS - Narver! to terms with Mike
Mason, pitcher. and Jeff Kunkel Infielder on one
year contracts
National League
CHICAGO CUBS - Signed Ray Fontenot pitcher
outfielder. and three minor
and Thad Bosley
Darrin
leaguers. Tony Woods. third baseman
Jackson outfielder. and Gary Parmenter. pitcher
LOS ANGELES DODGERS, - Signed Bobby
Castillo and Dennis Powell pitchers. Stu Pederson
Ralph Bryant, Mike Ramsey and Reggie V. illiams
outfielders. and Jeff Hamilton, infielder
.MQ
.N.TM,EAL EXPLIS - Agreeckto terms a ith Mike
,
WS
eari•WS'i TfirfenhfiVinysit. ofteotsr

T
ON-HUN
DENNIS
RTIK,COODS
SPO

,
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR WE"

year contracts

753-8971

Southside Centet

1203Chestoot St.
7S3•01144
Murvoy, Ky. 42071

- Ofirsito
Podocoli
MOS.WNW, '
Podocoh, Ky. 42001

/91SA Foci ConspboN Blvd.
Photo 01111-78119
lhophinoville, Ky.42240

Pons Spore
Shopping Cosmos
Pons, Tom.30242

"

a.

-

sells
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humanely speaking

You see some of the
same telephone
numbers repeated again
and again during the
year in the Ledger and
Times "Free Column:"
"Five adorable and cuddly kittens (or puppies)
to good homes — call
XXX-XXXX." While the
Humane Society is putting a dozen or more
"adorable and cuddly"
kittens and puppies to
sleep each week during
peak seasons at the
Animal Shelter, we
often wonder why pet
owners do not spay their
animals to help us control the problem of pet
overpopulation and thus
prevent cruelty.
If you were to ask
them about spaying,
most owners would say,
"But I find homes for
them." Often the telltale

phrase "got rid of" is
substituted, but even if
the owner does find good
homes for each seasonal
crop, each offspring
placed means another
at the shelter that is
displaced and must be
put to sleep. There
simply are not enough
good homes even for
adorable and cuddly
animals.
Misconception's also
account for the failure
of many pet owners to
insure that their own
pets do not add to the
overpopulation problem. Among them are
(1) "Spaying makes
pets fat and lazy ;" (2)
"Spayed animals tend
to get hit by cars;" and
(3) "Animals 'need' to
have at least one litter.
It makes them better
pets." Other reasons
often given for not spaying are that it is expensive and "We want the
children to see 'the
miracle of birth.—
Spayed animals
become fat and lazy on-

ly of they are overfed.
Since they do not tend to
roam as much as
unspayed animals, they
are less likely to be injured or killed on the
highways.
Veterinarians agree
that having one litter is
not essential to an
animal's physical or
emotional health, and
spayed animals tend to
be less susceptible to
..4_1_rnents such as
tumors. While the cost
of spaying may seem to
be rather high, it is a
one-time expense and in
the long run it is much
cheper to spay a dog or
cat than to feed and care
for several offspring.
Overpopulation — the
seasonal flood of unwanted puppies and kittens — results in
neglect, abandonment,
and abuse. Many of
these animals, left to
fend for themselves,
become victims of starvation, poisoning,
disease, accidents, and
intentional cruelty. The

"lucky" ones wind up at thing spay your dog or
the animal shelter, cat.
where we give them proper food and medical
The Animal Shelter is
care and do our very open Monday-Friday
best to find good homes from 12:30 to 5 p.m. and
for them. But we cannot Saturdays and Sundays
compete with pet from 1 to 4 p.m. It is
owners who refuse to located' at 105 East
spay their animals and Sycamore Extended.
turn out litter after lit- We have a number of atter. Over seventy per- tractive puppies, kitcent of the animals tens, dogs, and cats
taken in at the shelter, available for adoption.
most of them healthy Donations of food to help
and appealing with feed these animals are
every rightlt life, must badly needed.
be put to sleep to make
room for the continuing
avalanche of "miracles
of birth." How we wish
parents would complete
their children's education by bringing them
A newborn admission
down to the shelter to and dismissals at
see the other side of the Murray-Calloway Counmiracle — the miracle ty Hospital for Monday,
of death — senseless Jan. 27, have been
death. How much better released as follows:
— how much kinder — it
Newborn admission
would be if these
Godby baby boy,
helpiks animals had parents, Earl and Ronnever been born in the da, Rt. 1, Box 152,
first place!
Puryear, Tenn.
The peak season for
Dismissals
the birth of puppies and
Miss Jessica Parson,
kittens is April. May, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
and June. This means Lynne Hayes and baby
that many pets will be boy, Hilldale Apts.,
coming into heat in the Hardin;
next few weeks. Now is
The
cover
them.
would
throughout the state
Mrs. Patricia Edprevent
were very concerned Kentucky "VISION" the time to
wards and baby girl, Rt.
on and
that when money _is Project provides free, overpopulati
1, Almo; Miss Kathy
cruelty aridtight, vision care is ane full-scope eye care for resulting
Renn, Woods Hall, MurPlease call your
of theftret thlpgs to go._ those who qualify Dr. waste.
ray State University;
vet Now to discuss spay`.'That's why so may op- -Ryan stated.
_Mrs. Janet Ashby,
Since the project's ing and make an ap- 1406 C Stadium View
tometrists in the state to do the
are participating in the beginning in July of pointment
Dr., Murray; Mrs.
humane
and
responsible
Ken5000
over
1985,
Delores Feezor, Kt. 2,
project," he stated.
tuckians have called
Hazel; Gary Haneline,
The Kentucky "VI- 1-800-635-EYES to apply
Rt. 7, Mayfield;
SION" Project, Dr. for the project. "This
Lloyd Houston, Rt, 3,
Ryan explained, is response shows that
Murray; Mrs. Valta
designed to help the there is definitely a need
Walker, 700 Riley Ct.,
working poor of Ken- for our services." Dr.
Murray; Virgil Clark,
Federal Stale Market News Service
tucky to get help they Ryan stated.
Oak St., Benton;
1510
January $Z,
He also said that if Kentucky Routines Area Reg Market
need for their eyes. The
John House, Rt. 3,
working poor are those you know of anyone who Report LscludesI Buying Stations
Clinton; Mrs. Nova
Receipts: Act. 121 Est. 754 Barrows
people who have an in- might benefit from the & Gets steady to .26 bleier Sows Williams, 307 North 12th
come and are paying for Kentucky "VISION" steady
St., Murray; Billy Smith
$44.51-44.10
their food and housing Project, have them call US 1.2 210144 Lbs.
Seine 44.26 Sr., Rt. 1, Cottage
bills, but just don't have the 800 telephone US 1.2 280-211 Lba.....'...14.75-46.75 Grove, Tenn.
146,16-46.75
US 2-3 510210 Loa
anything left over for vi- number. "We may be US
1144.25-46.28
3-4 266.214 Um_
sion care. They are not able to help," he said. Sows
1$33.1044.60
Lbs.....
270-130
1.2
US
on any government pro- "Remember, we only
MIL4040.40
US IS 380-461 Lbs.
gram that might cover have one pair of eyes in US 1.3 451510 1.bs.
134.0111.10
117.0-51.51
these costs and they-- our lifetime and we need AM 1.3 Over 501 Lbs.
Over NO lbs. MAO
don't have private to take the best care of 214 2-3 301581 Lbs.
132.10-13.80
health insurance that them possible."
Boars 1115.1022.10

CLASSIFIEDS
1

During the week of
Jan. 27th, optometrists
-throughout the state of
Kentucky will be participating in the second
phase of the Kentucky
"VISION" Project. Dr.
Louis C. Ryan from his
offices in Murray will be
one of these participants. When asked
about the project, Dr.
Ryan replied that he felt
that this was a very worthwhile project. "During the first phase of the
project, we had patients
that were here for
reasons ranging from
having their glasses
burn up during a house
fire to having serious vision problems due to not
being able to afford to
have an eye examiniation for many years."
Dr. Ryan also stated
that optometrists

THESE CATALOGS WITH'
MODELS ARE
DEPRESSING!EVERYONE IS
HANDSOME AND BEAUTIFUL!

For Sale
lobby Mac Car
Seat, $20. Toys for
1-2 yr. old, girl's
clothes, 1-2 yr. old,
dresser-6 drawer,
420, hanging brass
435,
lamp,
breakfast table,
620. Call 753-6291I
after 5 p.m.

Notice

2

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms $25.Call
75 3-0658 or 75 3-06 1 1
10a.m.-5p m., closed
Sat

Records listed
for hospital

GIRLS 4-25 America's
Miss Charm Scholarship Pageant, 5 age
divisions, $20,000 in
awards. Nationals at
Disneyworld- 1225 S.
Mumford, Springfield,
Mo. 65804 417-883-9245.
JOIN Avon for only $5,
for a limited time only.
Call today 753-0171.

INGLE Hung
Aluminum Windows
with half screen- $18.93
and up. Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington:
Paris; 901-642-2552.
.
THE —1
-re-Fio unity as seen on T.V.- Lose
weight! Feel great! And
earn big $$$! Call (502)
895-1968 anytime after
6p.m.

MUST SELL
'1971 AMC Hornet
Needs some work,
tires,
good
$400.00.
Call 753-4094
Between 10 a.m.
and 6 p.m.

2

Notice

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER
Has
Heavy Duty
Mufflers For

Installed
200 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-6001

SELL out on your
favorite catalogue
jewelry 50-70c; off. Call
436-2683.
Poulan & Stihi
Chainsaw Repair
MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-2571

MUST SELL
Old
AM-FM
redio/stereo/S track
with 2 speak•rs.
$25.00. Call 753-4094
between 10 a.m.-5
p.m.
fOLE painting class
Mon. Jan. 2 7 th,
6 : 3 0 p.m. 6 week
sessions. Call Wild
Raspberry for details
753-0859.

LIQUIDATION sale. All
Montgomery Ward
merchandise, includes
appliances, new & used.
300 E. Main, 753-8299 or
753-4684

FOR
SALEl'eHEAP!!

vrEurr
100 People seriously
interested in losing
weight. Call 1-800-6484761.

1-19' Magnavox
Color T.V.

PAM'S CAKE HUT the

for $100.
Good condition.
Call 759-9567
after 4:00 p.m.

place to call for a delicious SCRATCH made
cake, such as carrot,
coconut, applespice, Italian cream, Honey
nut,and jam. We specialize in character cakes
like Cabbage Patch,
tainbow bright, heman
hearts etc. as well as
weddings and showers.
and we make our own
cakes to be remembered
so call 759-4492 or stop by
410 Main. After hours call
437-4455.

Hog market
report listed

LOOK AT THEM IN THEIR
NEW 5PRIN6 CLOTNES..IT
SETS AN IMPOSSIBLE
STANDARD FOR US KIDS..,

Notice

....=••••••••••10..•

AS of January 28, 1086,
I, Larry E. Wilson, am
no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own

Local optometrist participates
in Kentucky 'Vision' project
•

2

Legal

VALENTINES Day will
be here soon and wily
not get that special
someone a specially
decorated heart cake
just for them. We have
three sizes and can ice
them in any color you
choose. Priced from
$2.00 to $7.00 and for
only $1.00 more we will
deliver them anywhere
in the city limits. Call
Pams Cake Hut 759-4492
or 437-4455 Because we
make our cakes to be
remembered.

PHOTO
ENLARGING

NONE OF US CAN
EVER GROW UP TO
LOOK THAT 600D

5x7 Only sl"

exio Only $395
Up To Poster Size
20i211
in Store
Ono Hour Service
And Complete

3. Card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS
The family of Lola
Hale wishes to express
grateful appreciation for
all the acts of concern
and sympathy shown to
us during the illness and
death of our loved one.
Each act of kindness was
We
truly appreciated
wish to say a special
thanks to Bro. Burpoe
and Bro. Allen for all
their visits and comforting words, to the church
choir, Dwaine Jones and
Leland Peeler, for the
floral arrangements.
and for the care and concern shown by the many
members,
church
friends and neighbors.
The many acts of kindness and care shown by
at the
nurses
the
hospital, Dr. Marquardt,
and the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home made our
loss easier to bear and
be
long
will
remembered.
She will truly be missed by all that knew her.
The family of Lola
Hale

5. Lost and Found
LOST Fri. Jan 24th. tan
Chesapeake puppy, 4
months old, between
Vanderbuilt Chemical
and Squire Holland Rd.
Childs pet. Call anytime
753-3712.
LOST, Pottertown area.
extra small male
beagle, black & white,
answers to Pee Wee,
chllds pet. Reward offered. Call 436-5828 or
436-5640.
SMALL male beagle
lost in area east of
Green Plain Church.
Reward offered. Call
492-8878 or 753-5018.

6. Help Wanted

PROCESSING
With individual
And Personal
Attention

YOU KNOW YOU'RE
OUT OF SHAPE
WHEN YOU EPREAK
INTO A SWEAT
JUST GETTING OUT
°POUR RECLINER!

GOO I OW

IO

ki

PSO?*L

ONE HOUR PHOTO
inside

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 1. 3,4
Downtown Wormy

Another case of too many scientists
and not enough hunchbacks.
17'5 FON 7-Cr LIE HERE AND MUSE
ON THE MEANING OF LIFE,

AND MOSE ON THE MYRIAD OF
SOLUTIONS TO THE WORLD'S WOES,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

0

WHAT'S THE PROBL EMT.

GOT A
I THiNK
BLACK BELT IN
BUFFET

1 Grate
5 Torrid
8 Part of
church
12 Region
13 Anger
14 Fasten
15 Three-ring
event
17 Changes
19 Roof edges
20 Uncanny
21 Paradise
23 Rabbit
24 Affirmative
-response26 Transactions
28 Obstruct
31 Teutonic
deity
32 Spelling
contest
33 Concerning
34 Scottish cap
36 Bodies of
water
38 Wager
39 Desert
dweller

RIB
TAME
ALPS
IDA
ETON
REAL
TODDLER
METES
READ
RENDER
SOS
IN
LOT
FA
MODCAP
ON
CAN
RA
AL
TS
ARE
MI STER
E
TRET
RE
SOL
SEPTET
CIL EA
100NUANa AROSE
NATW SOON
IRS
A POE. END
DOE

I

DOWN
1 Speed
-oontast
2 Solo
3 Waits on
4 Ran with
measured
steps
5 Towel insigne
6 Either
7 Afternoon
party
8 Showy flower
9 Looked
intently
10 Arabian

4

3

2

1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

41 Painful
43 Estate
45 Harvests
48 Performers
50 Horse seat
51 Those people
52 The self
54 Toward
shelter
55 Lampreys
56 Emerged
victorious
57 Approach

ACROSS

I WANT YOU
GUYS TO HELP
ZERO

751-3021

garment
11 Otherwise
16 Employs
18 Meadows
22 Man of great
wealth
23 Tilts to one
side
24 Still
25 Period of

mil.

111111117

11

14

13

12UU
17 Id

15
111

20

19
22

21

hil
11111
31
34

II29

27

26

33

32

ill
1111111

30

ii

Ni

is.

41

time
27 Lion
29 Metric
measure
30 Encountered
35 Part of
fireplace
36 Young
salmon
37 Shore bird
38 Mace-bearer
40 Part of house
Pl
42 Part of
fortification
43 Partner
44 Pain
46 Entreaty
47 Prophet
49 Stitch
50 Offspring
53 Proceed

REPS NEEDED
For Business Accounts. Fulltime $60,000 to $80,000. PallOM $12.000 to $18,000. NO Selling. Repast Business. Set your
own hours. Training Provided.
1412-935-6370. Mon.-Fri. 8 s.m.
to

5 p.m. CST.

AIRLINES now hiring,
reservationist, flight
attendents, & ground
crew positions available. Call (refundable)
1-518-459-3546 for info.
EARN $50,000 plus selling fundraising products to schools, churches, etc. Exclusive
distributorship. Unlimited financing, 33%
profit, three month
vacation, documented
earnings. Call Michael
at 1-404-373-3800.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope: Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.

WANTED
Pen time & full time
Pans person, Sines person
Apply in person at

ALL SEASONS
LAWN 8. LEISURE Murray
205 N 4th
1-10ME assembly income. Assemble products at home. Part.
Time. Details. Call
813-327-0896. Ext 188.
NEEDED for
physicians office.
secretary with billing
experience. Write P.O.
Box 1040-G, Murray,
Ky.
SALES representative.
$50,000 per year. Call
502-239-6000 or write:
Personnel, P.O. Box
91143, Louisville, Ky.
40291.
WANTED: diesel
mechanic with experience, capable of all
general diesel repair &
shop maintenance R&D
Trucking, Paris. TN
901-642-8216.

9. Situation Wanted
WILL stay with elderly
Call days 753-4590 night
7 5 3 • 3 7 6 5 f o r
information

111

10 Business Opportunity

45

••••••••..

El

id

48
II

II

ill
•

II

hi• dNNN
is. Mil
52

51

WE are 1ookft for a
strong believer to own
our franchise. Investment $19.500. Call
Sylvia Walls at 404-3548004 9'00 AM -9 00 PM.
Monday -Friday

•••••-•••••••••••••ca

•••••

/ al
,
Ver.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 28, 1908

CLASSIFIEDS
10. Business Opportunity
GROCERY store, stock
and equipment. 5 Miles
north of Murray. Call
753-5358 after 6p.m.

Monuments
QUILT class Thurs. Jan
30th, 6:30p.m. 6 week
session. Call Wild
Raspberry 753-0859.
21

Houses for Rent

24. Miscellaneous

34

OAK & hickory
firewood $27.50 full rick
delivered, $22 U-haul.
Call 436-2778.
OFFICE FURNITUREused: desks, files,
chairs, etc. We now rent
office furniture. Crytes
Used Office Furniture,
1016 Jefferson St.,
Paducah, Ky., 442-4302.
PICK-up -truck bed
rubber mats- ChevroletFord- Dataun- NissanEl Camino- Ranger.
Mazda. See at Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
RAILROAD ties, S
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.
SEASONED firewoodoak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.

EXTRA nice 3BR brick
house, 1 mile east city
limits. For more information 753-4596, ask
for Robert Wiggins.
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49. Used Cars
1984 MAZDA 628, 4 door,
AM/FM cassette tape,
cruise control. air,
loaded, 23,000 miles
Must sell. 87500
753-0669
'74 CHEVY Malibu, 2
dr., 350 V-8 automatic,
pa, pb, air. Cl 753-7917
ugar, $900
'75 FORD
Phone 753-0115.
'79 MALIBU wagon,
70,000 miles. Must see to
appreciate, $2.000. 7531500 after 5p.m.
FOR sale- 1082 Oldsmobile Delta 88 Royale, 4 door, power, air.
AM-FM with tape, 69,
000 miles, gray with
vinyl top. Very classy
car. $5500. 618-524-2533
evenings.

53

Services Offered

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

53

Services Offered

MOBILE HOME REP
AIR and preventative

maintenance

Roots.

53

Services Offered

For All T.V.
and Antenna
Repair Call

53

Services Offered

TREES trimmed or
removed_ Also, yard
work. Experienced.
Free estimates Call
436-2690.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, .PaClucah, Ky,
42001 or call 1.442-7026.

floors, plumbing, wiring
hurricane straps. No lob
22. Musical
too small 759 4850
11. Instruction
USED organs HamSTUMP REMOVAL
HELICOPTER flight mond, Kimball,
SERVICE.
38. Pets -Supplies
Let Rex give you a
training private pilot Wurlitzers, other's, 50%
Mechanically removed
AKC Chihuahua pups,
package, $4,450.00 (no off. New, used pianos,
10 inches below the
price on your sepwill weigh about five
previous training re- spinets, consoles,
surface, no damage to
tic tank & backhoe
pounds when grown,
quired). Training to be grands. Lonardo Piano
surrounding Itwn.
"753-1586
short hair, shots and
conducted at your air- Co., next to Penney's,
Larry Wood 753-0211 or
work.
901Call
$100
wormed.
port. 1-606-498-4632.
Paris, TN.
1 443-8682.
212 Main St. 55 Feed and Seed
247-33150.
TRASH pickup county
14. Want to Buy
oats, 36 pound
24. Miscellaneous
Murray, Ky. FEED
wide, $7 per month
30 yrs. experience
plus truck toad lots
WANTED paying $100
service
Flashing
weekly
Prompt
0%
43 Real Estate
only. Call 217-227-3204
each for old Kentucky arrow sign $289 Lighted,
ETrE'rtAL Hom7 Joe Pat Philli-ps WILL haul almost anykOPPERUD Realty
porcelain license plates non-arrow $269. Un2477
489
759-1600.
Call
thing
REPAIR. 15 years ex56. Free Column
offers a complete range
series L, M, G, or B with lighted $219. (Free LetWILL haul white rock,
periance. Carpentry.
of Real Estate services
no date. Also 1914. Call ters!) See locally. Also
and
rap
concrete, plumbing,
sand, lime, rip
SUNSHINE
with a wide selection of
collect 1-606-525-0713.
1000 imprinted balloons
roofing, siding. NO JOB
masonary sand, coal,
quality home in the city
WANT to buy raw furs
MAID
$99.00! Call 0-502-842esgravel, fill sand.
Free
TO
SMALL.
dirt,
All
& in the county.
McClellan Furs, 3332, collect. or 800-628Days
753-6973.
timates.
Roger Hudson,
Call
SERVICE
price ranges. Phone 50. Used Trucks
If the answer Is Yes.
Stanley Owen Mc- 2828, ext. 504.
nights 474-2276.
753 4545 or 753-6763.
753-1222 for courteous,
Quality cleaning
You Will Receive
Clellan, Pulaski, Ill. APPLE II Plus CompuPaid'23. $14.50 Bal $13.88
competent Real Estate 1970 DATSUN pickup GUTTERING by Sears.
618-342-6316.
ter, one disc drive, color
Professionally trained
gutcontinuous
Sears
rebuilt
buycamper,
with
service. We make
monitor, $595. Call
SEWING Machine ReWe bong the sunshine in
van, ters installed for your
15. Articles for Sale
Thorobred Computer. SEASONED wood oak, ing & selling Real engine. 1972 VW
pair. All makes and
Call
s.
specification
supplies
Cleaning
474-2325.
Call
you.
7900 miles.
red oak & white oak. Estate easy for
models. Home & In02 4'x8' WOOD Siding Call 753-7733.
free
for
Sears
753-2310
AVMS
1978 DODGE Power
and equipment produstrail. and bag clos(three patterns to BRING this ad and get Phone 489-2104.
AS Lots for Sale
estimate.
Wagon 4x4, short wheel
vided. Residential &
ing machines. Also
choose from)- $7.95. 10% off all kitchen SEASONED oak,
VIDEO CLUB
commercial.
scissor sharpning.40
Mid•South Wholesale cabinet and vanity hickory & greenwood NICE wooded or open base, 318 automatic, ac,
Aluminum
All
experience.
Building; 342 East purchases thru Feb. 1st. firewood delivered. All lots, near Oaks Country p.s., p.b., roll bar and
yrs.
References & free
MEMBERSHIP
Service Co.
Washington; Paris; 901- Mid-South Wholesale tree trimming & re- Club, $4,000- $7,000. 1100 tires, chrome
work guaranteed. KenCall 753-8084
estimate.
condition,
Good
wheels.
after
753-6855
Phone
East
vinyl
342
753-5476.
753-2674,
and
Call
moving.
Barnhill,
642-2552.
Building;
Aluminum
neth
For Information
492-8879
might
$2300trade.
Call
Call
6p.m.
901Paris;
Washington;
Stella, Ky.
#2 STRONGPANEL- 10'siding. Custom trim
WALKER for sale, $AO
753-7181.
$8.95 (white, green, 642-2552.
Call 753-3964 or 516 45, Farms for Sale
work. References.
truck,
TOYOTA
1980
or
lack Fr
brown, tan, red,
COUCH & chair, round Braod St.
'4a.hdarr
Call Will Ed Bailey
irr
11
v ,
W ,N11
I
gold). Mid -South wood table & 3 chairs, WHIRLPOOL 225 ACRE farm 4-wheel drive, topper,
733-0659
Wholesale Building; 342 several display tables- microwave oven with southeast of New Con- chrome wheels, good
East Washington; some good for work 700 watts cooking cord. Cropland, condition, $3,800. Call INSULATION blown in
h14AW
marketable timber, 753-3496.
L.AW1h..AM\
Paris; 901-642-2552.
tables, color TV's, golf power, only $4.50 week
by Sears TVA apcarts, lots of wicker. Rudoph Goodyear, 753- fencing & creek. Call 1981 FORD F-150 300 6 proved. Save on those
cylinder, automatic, high heating and cool753-7531.
refrigerator with tex- See at Thweats Service 0595.
rr
tured steel door, only Station, Hwy. 1824, 7 WHY wait? $8.46 155 ACRE farm for sale. p.s., p.b., air, AM/FM ing bills. Call Sears
base
wheel
short
stereo,
753-2310 for free
$8.00 per week. Rudolph miles N. of Murray.
*weekly or $795 cash Call 437-4750.
with camper top. Local estimate.
Goodyear 753-0595.
ECONOMY 2x4- A'-- .75 buys quality TV satelafter
Sale
for
Homes
753-9218
46.
owned.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
WHIRLPOOL heavy cents ea.; #2 7/16" lite dish system. ComSawmill on Poor Farm
duty washer with 4 Blandex- $5.75. Mid - pare! Includes installa- 2 BEDROOM brick 5 .m.
CJ-7,
RENEGADE
1981
Rd. Buyer of standing
Cycles, only $6.00 per South Wholesale tion. Pwith approved home, large den,
week. Rudolph Building; 342 East credit). Call fireplace, big pond, hard top, 4 cylinder timber. Call 753-7528.
trans4-speed
motor,
Washington; Paris; 901- 502-563-9059,
barn. State Line Rd.,
Goodyear, 753-0595.
JOINER'S complete
642-2552.
west of Hazel, Ky. Call mission. Call 492-8626.
tree service, 32 yrs.
16. Home Furnishings
1984 MAZDA truck with experience. Also,
FAYE'S. For month of 25. Business Services
498-8749 after 5p.m.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath bed liner, AM/FM stumps mechanically
BROWN naugahyde January, free monobrick, large family cassette stereo, low removed 10' below
couch & chair, excellent grams with purchase of
MIKE HODGE'S
monooff
%25
towelswith fireplace, mileage, $5600, red & surface. Call 753-0366.
Call
room
$275.
condition,
SERVICE
TAX
towels,
your
on
grams
in yard. North silver. Call 753-9536.
fenced
LEE'S CARPET
759-1987.
Enrolled to practice.
/5 FORD Courier CLEANING. For all
20th. Phone 753-7687.
FOR sale- upright G.E. sheets, all linens. 514
Before the IRS-B•chalix
3 BR brick house, bath pickup, red, 59,000 your carpet & upholstfreezer, gas stove 2'8"x Main, 758-7743.
Degree in Accounting Mur& 1/2, utility room, miles, 30 mpg. Call ery cleaning. For a free
3-4", 1940 Upright FIREWOOD. Mixed
ray State. Nino years of exestimate call 753-5827
carport and large patio, ma-ooea.
piano, early 1900 hard wood, *25 deperience preparing inall electric, 2 miles '78 CHEV Custom de- Satisfied references.
Loveseat, lawn livered, $30 delivered &
dividual, business, primsouth of Murray. Call luxe, 8 cylinder straight
sweeper. Call after stacked. Phone 438-2904.
shift, 92,000 miles, runs
FIREWOOD for sale,
ship, and corporate
492-8568 after 5p.m.
5p.m. 759-1796.
John Lane Back Hoe
returns. Low rates and
EXTREMEIN attrac- good, $1650. Call after
MUST sell- brass twin $23.50 a rick delivered.
753-3986.
5p.m.
Service installs and
satisfied
of
hundreds
tive, remodeled, 3 BR
bed, good condition. $75 Call 753-0620.
clients. Now preparing
home with vinyl siding, FOR sale 1975 Dodge
repairs septic tanks
firm. Call 753-0418 after FLASHING arrow
returns. Day or night call
signs!! From $275 argarage plus attached D-100, p.a., p.b., air, 318
Also pump tanks.
an
(lightmodels
carport, new motor, good running
for
rowless
office,
759-1425
with
dresser
oak
SOLID
Think how happy your "special someone" will
Licensed by the
$200.
all on condition, $1600 firm.
from
dishoptional)
ing
satellite
appointment.
$350.
mirrorhutch
6p.m.
after
be when she (or he) reads the persoanl
435-4354
Call
with
gorgeous 1 acre lot.
Health Dept. You've
Refrigerator- $20. Call 278 letters included
signs. Toll Free JOYCE Noel Tax Ser- Only $42,000. Don't wait- ONE ton crew cab
all
message from you on Valentine's Day.
489-2888.
called the rest, now
1222 dooleys- 1982 GMC, 454
753
1-800-531-5314,
phone
farm,
Individual,
vice.
'TRADITIONAL style
call the best.
automatic, Sierra
FOLDING chairs for small businesses. Re- Kopperud Realty.
Build a memory, compose your message and
couch, very good condiClassic, 45,000 miles,
different
Call
roomy
five
rates.
state,
sale:
LEAVING
asonable
753-8669
tion & 2 matching
mail or phone it to the Classified Advertising
Sllverado,
styles. James H. Cain, 489 - 244 Ofor 3 BR, 2 bath brick, $12,500. 1988
pillows, $75. Call 753Department. The cost is low.
Box 917, Murray, Ky. appointment.
family room, 2 454 Manual transmis- LICENSED Electrician
3073.
42071 Phone (502) 759- JUDY Williams Tax fireplaces, appliances, sion, $16,200. Boggess for residential and
WHIRLPOOL heavy 1602
Service. Call for an In city. Must see to Chevrolet, Cadiz. 502- commercial Heating
Your message will appear in the special Valenduty dryer with 3 temp Fat sale- two used heat appointment or pick up appreciate, 50's. 753- 522-6636.
and air condition, gas
tine Love Lines featured in the Classified Secselections, only $4.00 pumps, 1- 24.800 BTU & delivery. Reasonable 4488.
installation and repair
tion of this newspaper on February 14.
per week. Rudolph pkg. unit, 1- 24.400 BTU rates. Phone 436-2524 or OWNER
moving must
Phone 753-7203.
Goodyear, 753-0595.
split system for more 436-5496
sell. Make offer 20's. 53. Services Offered
Information. Call Sears
Extra cute country ALL type masonry
- ont
19."Farm Equip M
NOW OFFERING
527-8661 between 8:30- 26. TV -Radio
home with 6 acres 5
46x 75 x 12... $3.21 Ft. 46 5;00 or 753-2310 on PORTABLE 19" color miles East of Murray. 2 work, block, brick,
*Rubber Stamps
concrete, driveways,
x 100 x 14... $2.97 Ft. 50 x Tuesdays & Thursdays.
Quasar T.V. with re- bedroom with office, sidewalks, patios, house
24 hr. service
103 x 18... $2.89 Ft. 60 x FREE tree tops, make mote, $140. Call after stovbe, dishwasher and
foundations, new
100 x 12... $2.69 Ft. 70 x excellent firewood. In- 5p.m. 753-8333.
•Business Cords
curtains included. chimneys or chimney
100 x 14... $2.55 Ft. 100 x terest parties call 753Fenced in yard. Call repair. 25 years ex'Stationery
$2.45 Ft. 0640 ask for Tim or 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
100 x
7519718.
perience. Free es12... 1-800-635- Laura.
Allied Steel:
• magnetic signs
SPLIT level 8-room timates. Call Charles
bath
2
BR,
2
12x65,
4141.
MJARANTEED pet mobile home, partially house with utility, 2 Barnett 753-5476.
Call
DANDI Buildings, Inc. foods. We have not had
furnished with 8x12 bath and carpet. 2 APPLIANCE
Commercial
a single bag of Super work room attached on family dwelling or good SERVICE, Kenmore,
agricultural, re- Blend returned. 26% dog
1 acre. 15 min. from rental property. 5 miles Westinghouse, ...MEMORIES
glob
sidential. Engineered food 50 lb.- $9. cat food
MSU. Call 437-4955 after north of Murray. Call Whirlpool. 23 years
structural 50 year 10 lb.- $3.50, bird feed 5
NO A,
753 9151
after 6p.m.
753-5358
5p.m.
and
Parts
experience.
warranty. Dandi offers lb.- .80. Shoemaker Seed
1083 10x155 MOBIL!
service. Bobby Hopper, For Excellent Prices
integrity, professional- Inc., 4th &Chestnut.
47. Motorcycles
Bob's Appliance Serism, and service. Call HOTPOINT portable home, 2 BR 1 bath,
stove, refrigerator and 1985 HONDA 250 4- vice, 202 S. 5th St. NEED work on your
collect (812) 951-3353.
dishwasher, 2 years old, curtains included. wheeler. Call after Business 753-4872, 436- trees? Topping, prunG-GLEANER combine, excellent condition,
Price- $2,000. Must see 5p.m. 4894705.
5848 (home).
ing, shaping, complete
333 AC planter no till, 11 3175. Call 759-4840 after
to appreciate. Call 753- (80 MODEL 250 APPLIANCE REPAIR: removal and more. Call
shank chisel plow, 51-A
3633.
Cam/Am dirt bike, Factory authorized for BOVER'S TREE
transport auger. Phone
M Memory 100
SVI
12x54. runs good. '83 Kawasaki Tappan, Keivinator and SERVICE for ProRudolph Chilcutt typewriter, like new, 1987 WINSTON
Call 492-8626.
dirt bike. Call between Brown. Service on gas fessional tree care.
901-247-3920.
cost $6500- $1250. Pitney 1973 GLENBROOR 4:30 & 6:00p.m. 759-1603.
and electric ranges, 753-0338.
2.H. 8813 TRACI`OR, cab Bowes large floor model
microwaves, dis- ODD job specialist,
& air. 18-4-34 duals, low copy machine, cost mobile home, 12x65 with 49.Used Cars
hwashe rs, re- ceiling fans, electrical,
a 10x12 ft. Up-out on
hours. Phone 435-4442.
$8000- $950 (needs some living room, 2 BR, 2
frigerators, etc. Earl
fencing. You
POLE BUILDINGS- 36' work). 1 1/2 cubic ft. bath, includes central 1968 MUSTANG Coupe, Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- plumbing,
name it, I do it. You
pa, pb, factory 3-speed,
x 54' completely erec- office refrigerator with
w
air unit, 2 porches & 302 motor, chrome 5341.
buy, I install. You
HIPPY
ted, entrance door, 18' x drink fountain- hot cold
Dave: I haven't
sales at Sears break, I fix. Call 436.
steps, good shape, $5, wheels, extra parts,
Valinflne's
9' end slider included, spigots, $250. Gray mespent one day not
Sears 753-2310 2868.
Call
500.759-1084.
now.
Day
436-2650.
Call
$1500.
many colors, $6,999. tal desks, $75- $95.
Our love is
loving you only!
12x60 1974 MAVERICK, runs for free estimate for OPEN. Import Auto
Other sizes available. Leather/plastic 1978 ALAMO
tne kind that
needs.
1
your
BR,
2
home,
mobile
I'm vours forever!
used
and
Salvage. New
good, best offer. Call
forever'
Blitz Builders, Inc. covered coil spring steel
lasts
fur- 436-2879.
parts. Open 8-5p.m.
1-800-428-4009 KY, 1-800- frame office chairs, $50. bath, partially
Love, Arnie
Your Was
good condition. 1978 FORD Elite, I
Mon.-Sat. 474-2325.
792-3498 IN.
Swivel chairs, $25- $95; nished,
7594054.
Call
door, white, air, p.s.,
PAINTING= Paper
TRACTOR 885 Case & formica, steel and
hanging, commerical or
equipment. Call after chrome typing table, 1982 14x70 MOBIL! p.b.. AM/FM 8-track
5p.m.
after
Call
stereo, steel belted
residential, Free es
$80. Formica, brass and home.
5p.m. 435-4268.
753-6259.
tires, good condition,
timates, References 25
chrome dining or utility
20. Sports Equipment
$950 firm. Must sell.
yearsk experience,
table, $50. Dehumidifier 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Estimates
Free
Call 759-9510
Tremon Farris 759 1987
PAVE'S can do all your on rollers, office or
759-1983
furnished, 1977 98 OLDSMOBILE,
ROOFING. Free es
silk screening, mono- home, $95, etc. 759-4005, 2 OR 3 BR,
Easy Order Blank For
AC/natural gas. Shady black, 4 door, p.w , p.b.,
timates. Work guarangramming & lettering 753-4953.
typesall
of
nAULING
753-5209.
Oaks
after
Call
753-7169
p.s.
console
Zenith
teed. Call 759-1600.
on caps, T-shirts, sweat LARGE
brush piles, rubbish
See 4p.m.
shirts & jackets. Faye's AM/FM stereo turn
& bushes ROOFING, Plumbing,
trees
Also,
etc.
&
4th
court,
player,
trailer
at
tape
and
Aspen
19.17
DODGE
. work, Ad
can supply all of your table
also _._Concretc
wagon, good condition, removed. Will
sporting apparel needs. hook-up, solid wood, Sycamore.
winter dinar-CS, -1:Tainting,
this
snow
shovel
and
sound
after
435-4374
excellent
$960. Call
Carpentry.
514 Main, 753-7743.
If necessary. Reasona- General
sell 32. Apts for Rent
5p.m.
Molony Co
MODEL 12 Winchester condition. Must
Good re- P.A
rates
ble
759-9510.
1 BR efficiency apt., 1077 MOB Convertible. ferences. Call Jerry at 7 5 3 8 6 2 8 . Free
20 gauge. Also, 29 Smith $100. Call
PRINT YOUR COPY HERE FOR VALENTINE LOVE LINES.
Estimates.
& Wesson 44 mag. Call III){ED split hard partial utilities paid, no 79,000 miles, new 759-9661.
COST IS SHOWN ON LAST LINE USED.
clutch, $2,496. Call 753wood. Call 438-5439.
pets. Call 753-9741.
758-7161
1 BR with furniture, 9710, 1500 Canterbury
1608 College Farm Rd. 2 Dr.
BR at Embassy Apts. 1979 BUICK Electra
Limited, all extras,
Call 753-3530.
$3.25
NICE 2BR apt., ap- good condition, $3500.
assist
Call
474-2795.
Career Opportunity - To
k
pliances, washer
$4.50
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
dryer furnished. No 1980 MUSTANG, 4 cyc.,
of a GossCommuniING
WOODWORK
CUSTOM
1
&
air,
door,
2
auto.,
10
pets. Adults only.
$5.50
OVER
owner car, runs good.
ty Press. Prior experience
miles on 121 South
•
759-1899.
YEARS
20
436-5401.
renecessary
helpful but not a
$6.50
ID WOOD CABINETS &•
EXPERIENCE
NICE duplex in private 1980 OLDS Cutlass
RAISED PANEL DOORS
quirement. Salary reviews and
area. Lease & deposit Supreme, burgundy,
Rich•0611•Walnut•Chern,•
$7.50
required. Appliances p.a., p.b., cruise,
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
benefits program. Send resume
AM/FM stereo, good •
furnished. Call 753-3348.
KITC14EN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
to Murray Ledger & Times,Box
ONE- 1 BR furnished, condition. Call 436-5462.
CUSTOM SUOLT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
1981 AMC Concord, pa. •
furnished.
BR
one2
PRIM DropSy S Ss* Osor Dlesstey
COMRETTTIVE
Mail so that it reaches us no later than Feb. 12. Your
1040 H, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Lease k deposit re- ac, excellent condition.
753-5940*
Ky.
message will appear on Feb. 14. Mail coupon and check
Murray,
Mein
1212
•
quired. Call 753-9208 Will consider trade,
or money order to:
•••••••• ••• • • • • • •
$28013. Call 753-8066.
after 4p.m.
Times
The Ledger
1 or 2 bedroom Apart- 1981 DATSIJN GX310,
downtown sun roof, alr, 4 door,
near
ment
Department
Advertising
Classified
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Murray. Call 753-4109 or good condition.$2300.
Insurance Agency
Hopkins
P.O. Box 1040
753-5980.
Call
762-6850.
Silver
Gold
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
Murray, Kentucky 42071
TAKING applications 1981 PONTIAC Grand
Closed
Closed
for Section 8. Rent Prix. 2 door, maroon,
Your Name
6 27
Yesterday
Yesterday 359.50
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 p.b., p.s.. ac, 46.000
Address
BR. Apply Hilldale miles. Call 753-5447
Opened
Opened
after 5p.m
Apts . Hardin, Ky
6 18
Today
Stat•
354.40
City
Today
Equal Housing 1982 NISSAN Sentra
.09
Down
5.10
Down
Wagon, 38 mpg, a.c .
Opportunity
Phone
Zip
p.a., 5-speed. Call 438Complinmmts nf:
for Rent
Houses
34
753-4078.
or
2806
115 S. 13th
viRNONS WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
Call
BR. 2 bath house near 1984 MAZDA 526, 4713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
Murray, Ky.
Hopkins
cassette
Tom
AM/FM
Dr.
door,
Oaks Country Club k
7S 171II
$325 a month tape, cruise control, air,
school.
42071
(502)753-6202
W. boy Gold Slily., 6. Chamond%
plus deposit Phone loaded, 23,000 mt. Must
Hot"s. 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday
•
753-06110
Call
$7500.
zoll
753.8855 after 8p m

Murray
Appliance

753-9224

NEW VCR??

FREE

emir

ehm

WHIRLPOOL

16.44

on Valentine's Day
in this newspaper

44

Send the coepon below or del 753-1916

T

Happy
Valentine's
Day

rrxcE

r
/
6.44

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

nutErtri71-161117

Assistant Pressman

Valentine
Love Lines

sr

Orluty's

In operation

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

LAI

L.A

6.A •

-

*I
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• Super Saver Carton
Kings& 100's
Also available in Menthol.
114..o4.444444

ountem.
r

PbiIp /101,orrts In,

200

I 4Mat•

Mfr's suggested retail price is
*1 50 less than full-price brands
Not available in all areas

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking
Now Greatly -Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.

1%.

Kings 10 mg "tar" 08 mg nicotine —
100's 12 mg -tar:* 09 mg nicotine
av per cigarette by FTC method

tot'1.50 1ss a carton.

